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Alexander takes Cal-Long Beach job
By KRISTIN TAYLOR
Staff Writer
Murray State's President Dr.- King
Alexander is moving — to Long Beach;
Calif.
Alexander was named the sixth president at California State UniversityLong Beach this morning. He was one
oftwo candidates who interviewed with
the CSU Board of Trustees on
Wednesday.
"My heart is there; my future is
here," Alexander said in a brief interview from Long Beach this morning.
A lengthy list of candidate was narrowed to four men who visited "The

Beach" last week.
Alexander and Gary
Reichard,
W.
CSULB provost and
senior vice president
for academic affairs
interviewed
Wednesday; Wilson
Bradshaw,
G.
•
Metropolitan State
Alexander
in
University
Minnesota president, and Richard H.
Wells, chancellor at University of
Wisconsin-Oshkosh, withdrew their
names Wednesday. according to the
online version of The Daily 49er, the

CSULB newspaper.
Alex,nder, who turns 42 next week,
said in a release this morning he met
with Chancellor Charles Reed and Cal
State University system's board.
"As a result of that meeting. I have
decided t6 accept their invitation to
become president of California State
University at Long Beach," Alexander
said in the release. "lb -assume the
headship of the second largest university in California is a great honor and.
indeed, a significant professional challenge. CSULB has a strong academic
reputation and has accomplished a great
deal in its 56-year history."

The CSU system has 23 campuses. unaware of looming issues that could
making it the largest higher education have deleterious effects on the progress
system in the country. The Long Beach of the university. I am hopeful that the
site is the largest with 33,0110 students goodwill and community spirit that
— about three times the. size of Murray have sustained and permanently
marked the Hsi of MSU will continue
State.
Still he says he leaves behind aca- unabated."
After Alexander iv as named on ol
demic success at Murray State. He was
hired to replace his father, Kern, in the the four finalists for the Long Beach
job. MSU's -F-acully Senate. Staff
fail of 2001.
"I hope that I have contributed in Congress and Student Government
some small measure to that success," Association each wrote letters to the
King Alexander said. "The rise in the president, praising his efforts in
quality and prestige of MSU will surely Murray.
advance undiminished under my successor. We. however, should not be

•See Page 2A

Hospital
Police Presence
board eyes
larger CEO
--candidatelist
By KRISTIN TAYLOR
Staff Writer
The committee leading the
search for a new MurrayCalloway County Hospital CEO
hopes to have a list of candidates
for the full Board of Trustees in
four to six weeks as it handles
the solicitation of applications
with input from other stakeholders and without a search firm.
Hospital board chair Jack
Rose told the other trustees
Wednesday the four-person
search committee will workwith the hospital executives to
continue hospital - operations
until someone is hired to replace
who
O'Shaughnessy.
Jon
resigned Oct. 10.
"We don't think it's appropriate to hire an interim because by
the time he or she finds the
office, hopefully we'll have a
new CEO in place," Rose told
the Board of Trustees.
Past board chair Sharon
Furches, vice chair Dave
Garrison and Chief Of Staff Dr.
Dan Butler serve on the committee with Rose. They plan to
advertise the position in regional newspapers. including major
cities such as Nashville, St.
Louis. Louisville. Lexington
and Memphis. With two or three
"viable candidates" already
interested. Rose said he hopes to
have a larger slate of possibilities by mid-December.
"It is not our intention to rush
through the process but rather
find the hest person for the job,"
Furches said."We don't want to
drag our feet either. I don't think
any of the three of us want
another job."
Garrison stressed that he
wants the search to be an inclusive process. Anyone with candidate suggestions or other comments about the search process
should direct them to members
of the committee. Any candidate
names will remain confidential.
But, there's room to change
should the search process not
work well. -If we find out in
four weeks that this process isn't
working, we can change our
minds," Garrison said. "It's a
rather risk-free start."
'Saying he was under no pressure from others to do so,
O'Shaughnessy resigned earlier
this month after 20 months on
the job. While he took an
aggressive approach to rebuild
the financial stability of the hospital, his changes were met with

opposition from some MCCH
employees, doctors and community members.
Meanwhile, the hospital is in
the early stages of a $35 million
expansion project and is playing
the waiting game with federal
violations that could affect its
Medicare and Medicaid funding.
after
long
Not
O'Shaughnessy resigned, 23
medical staff members signed a
petition saying MCCH has a history of making mistakes and the
CEO search should- net be
one.The doctors who signed the
letter to the board suggested the
board- seek professional assistance from an outside firm that
specializes in health care governance, operation and management.
Medical Staff President Dr.
David Koelsch said the petition
seems to be a panic response.
While he didn't sign the petition, Koelsch agrees the medical
staff needs to be included in the
CEO search and be given opportunities to work with the board
and future CEO on a strategic
plan and vision. So far, he said.
the medical staff is fairly included in the search for -a new
administrator.
"There has been some division among the medical staff the
last 18 to 24 months. I am hoping.this will help address some
of that." Koelsch told the board
about being included in the
search process. "... We appreciate you letting us be involved in
this. After you all are gone. we
are still here."
At least one board member
sees the petition as some doctors
request for an improved relationship with the administration.
"It might be about the CEO
search, but more than that, it just
seems to be about getting the
board and doctors together,"
board member David Taylor
said.
in
of
Also
light
0'Shaughnessy's resignation,
the board approved a.resolution
that allows Rose, Garrison and
Furches to execute documents
on behalf of the hospital, apply
and enforce all policies and
operate the hospital. The resolution is in effect until a CEO is
hired or until it is revoked by the
trustees.
In other business, the board:
•Heard about the year-end

II See Page 2A

MICHAEL DANN Ledger
A Murray State University squad car sits in front of Calloway County High School this morning as the school
was evacuated. Students at CCHS were moved to the nearby MSU Expo Center. No other details were available
by press time. Calloway County Schools Public Relations Coordinator David Dowdy said students were in class
and a drill code number was announced.

U.N. weapons inspector says Bush,
Congress turned deaf ear to truth

Scott Ritter

By TOM BERRY
Staff Writer
There never were any
weapons of mass destruction in
Iraq and no need for the United
States to go war, but President
George W. Bush and hawks in
Congress would not accept the
fact leading to the death toll of
2.000 American soldiers.
That was the message of
Scott Ritter. a former U.S.
Marine intelligence officer and
United Nations weapons inspector, as he spoke before a packed
house of college students, faculty, and visitors at Murray State
University's Wrather West

Kentucky Museum Wednesday
night.
Ritter criticized Bush and
other administration officials for
ignoring or denying the report of
their own weapons inspectors
and rushing into an unnecessary
Middle East war tinder a false
pretense.
"It is our duty and responsibility to make sure we exhaust
every venue possible before we
go to war. In my opinion, there
was nothing in Iraq worth the
life of a single American life,
but yet we have 2,000 dead," he
said to thunderous applause.
Ritter, who served seven

years as chief weapons inspector
in Iraq for a United Nations
team of experts that included
U.S. intelligence operatix es dur-.
ing the 1990s.. said he spoke out
forcefully against militars
action during the run-up to the
U.S. invasion of Iraq in 2003.
but his words fell on willingl
deaf ears.
Ritter pointed out that he
briefed (1) high-ranking senators, representatives, militar)
officers and other officials in
Washington before the invasion.
telling them there were no

MI See Page 2A

Need Line office to move out of Weaks Center
old Bunny Bread building on South 4th per month."
Casey said working at the present locaStreet," she said. "The Weaks Center location has been wonderful, but we are just out tion has people shoulder-to-shoulder at
times and the new building will provide
•
of space."
She said the new location would be in the much needed room for staff and volunteers.
"The larger facility will provide more
neighborhood of 9,000 square feet under
roof."We have been at the present site since space for storage and allow Need Line to
the new Weaks Center was built. During that ultimately better sen e the people of Mtirra
time we have been serving around 200 fam
ilies per month to serving 550-600 families •See Page 3A

By GREG TRAVIS
Staff Writer
Murray-Calloway County Need Line
Director Tonia Casey announced Tuesday
that the local office would be moving from
its site at the Weaks Community Center to a
larger, more suitable facility possibly as
soon as the first of 2006.
"Through generous estate giving and private donations, Need Line has acquired the
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Bush abandons Miers' nomination a CEO
WASHINGTON I AP) -Under withering attack from
consersatives. President Bush
abandoned
bis push to
put loyalist
Harriet
Miers on the
Supreme
Court and
promised a
quick
replacement
today.
e m Niters
ocrats
accused him of bowing to the
"radical right wing of the
Republican Party."
The White House said Miers
had withdrawn because of senators demands to see internal
documents related to her role as
counsel to the president. But
politics played a larger' role:

111 Inspector

Bush's conservative backers had
doubts about her ideological
purity. and Democrats had little
incentive to help the nominee or
the embattled GOP president.
"Let's move on." said
Republican Sen. Trent Lott of
Mississippi. 'In a month, who
will remember the name Harriet
Miers?"
The withdrawal stunned
Washington on a day when the
capital was awaiting potential
had news for the administration
on another front — the possible
indictments of senior White
House aides in the CIA leak
case. Earlier in the week, the
U.S. military death toll in Iraq
hit 2,000.
Bush, who said he reluctantly
accepted Miers' decision* to
withdraw, must now go through
the
agonizing
nomination
process for a third time this fall.

He could turn first to the list of
candidates passed over in favor
of Miers, including Samuel
Alito, an appeals court judge
supported by many conservatives, administration officials
said.
Democrats urged - Bush ter nominate a moderate. "The president has an opportunity now to
unite the country. In appointing
the next nominee, he must listen
to all Americans, not just the far
right," said Sen. Edward
Kennedy of Massachusetts.
Bush. after weeks of insisting
he did not want Miers to withdraw, blamed the Senate.
"It is clear that senators
would not be satisfied until they
gained access to internal documents concerning advice provided during her tenure at the
White House — disclosures that
would undermine a president's

• ••

From Front
weapons of mass destruction in
Iraq.
"You would think after what I
Just told them that they would he
clapping their .hands._ but all j
got was stone silence. I was
telling them a'hat they didn't
want to hear." he said. "We did
the most detailed survey possible. We were accompanied by
.U.S. intelligence officers that
never questioned our work, hut
yet we were not heard.Ritter said Iraq was a threat
to no one, but Saddam Hussain
...ontinued to he a political
embarrassment for the United
States and a blotch on the record
of former President George
H.W. Bush. "It was not about the
security of the I muted States, hut
saving the reputation of George
Ilaraen %Aker Bash a politician who let his tongue wag too
much. The whole intern was not
to get nd of Sadthun's supposed
weapons of mass destruction,
hut to rescue the reputation of a
- president." he said.. "George Herbert Walker

Bush called Saddam Hussein'a American people and explain
true friend of the American peo- why we are going to war with a
ple."
man that his father called 'a true
Ritter aa
- id those in Congress friend of the American people.wanting war with Iraq effective- Ritter said. "But the president
ly put down efforts for peaceful trapped himself with his own
_ negotianon.
words."
"The assumption was the
"By calling Saddam evil, all
weapons of mass destruction did negotiations were off the table
exist and no matter how much because you can't negotiate with
evidence we presented to the the devil, you can't negotiate
contrary,
the
assumption with Hitler, you can't negotiate
remained the same." he said. with 'evil."We had to prove the negative . He said the terrorist attack on
and it was impossible. They ,New York's World Trade
wouldn't listen.., leaving war Building and the Pentagon was
and the death of American sol- the excuse hawks in Congress
diers the only option."
used to attack Hussein.
Ritter said America's prob"Sept. II was the impetus;
lem with Saddam Hussein began the excuse they could use to
back in the 1980s under Bush. move on Saddam." he said.
Formerly a friend to the United "They emphasizaxl the fact that
States, Hussein's actions in vio- not only did Saddam have
lently suppressing political weapons of mass destruction.
opposition became. -a political laitaaai Saddam was linked with
embarrassment.
al-Ciaida. He sold it to the
Leading up to the war in Iraq. C'ongress, he sold it to the
President George W. Bush made American people, and he sold it
the mistake of putting negotia- to the world. The entire case for
tions "off the table" and rushing war was a fabrication"
hr war. "Now he has to- -go
Rifler pointed out that-the
before congress, and before the major failure of the American

•Alexander
From Front
Vilien the candidates iiamnc
became public just more than
two weeks apia Alexander

•••

responded by saying Murras
was a good place for his daughters and he had no plans to
leave._ He is the widowed father

Sears

of two young daughters.
"The gratification and pleasure that 1 feel in assuming the
position at Long Beach is great-
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"We have to report our deficiencies to the IRS," Travis said.
I inancial statements from Vice "I don't expect it to result in any
President of Financial Services penalties, but the longer you
Brad Bloemer. The financial know and don't report, the
books were officially closed worse off you are."
Bloemer said the change in
Monday for the fiscal year that
the retirement plans will be
ended Sept. 30.
"Overall we had an excellent transparent to employees.
year," Bloemer said. "This rep- biggest change will just be that
resents our beset fiscal year the new plan is a different
account.
since 2002."
member Charles
Board
The one negative point
Bloemer made was the revenue Walston said he remembers a
decreased nearly $7 million (or consulting firm saying the hos8.5 percent) from the previous pital complied with IRS guideyear. He attributed that in part to lines when it set up the pension
the board's decision to close the plan."Somebody should be held
hospital's operation of the responsible for getting us there,"
Medical Arts Pharmacy, includ- Walston said. ......Somebody
ing the durable-medical equip- advised us to do this. They
ment service.
should have known what they
Meanwhile, expenses were were doing."
Travis
responded
down $8 million (or 9.6 perto
cent). Employee benefits and Walston's concern. "I just can't
salaries were the biggest factors find out who did it. In reality, it
there, Bloemer said. About $5.3 only helps for personal satisfacmillion was saved with changes tion,- he said. "The remedy is to
in the benefits, with the majority freeze it. The main issue is comcoming from the 'move from . a municating this with the
media — and the American peo- self-insured health care policy to employees."
Rose said the board again
a commercial carrier. Also,
ple -- is to fail to question the salaries
were down 5 percent — finds itself trying to make do
cause of the war and then not despite two market-base
d wage with past mistakes.
speak up in opposition when the adjustments — because 113 full'1 think we need to make the
reason for the war proved false. time equivalents were eliminat- best of another bad situation,"
"We were cowed into fear ed through attrition with PRNs Rose said. "I think at times,
and ignorance after Sept. II." he and overtime hours compensat- somewhere along the lines, people ignored -this was a public
said. "We have 150000 troops ing the necessary difference.
"I think the department direc- hospital. When you mix public
over there fighting in Iraq —
2,000 dead — and we have tors did a good job monitoring and private business, you're just
failed .to engage in a debate their expenses," Bloemer said. scratching for problems."
II Took action on the hospiabout why they are there, why "They should all be commendtal's child care center for the
they are fighting. We're not talkBloemer said the $2.4 million third straight month.
ing about it. We're not-questionTrustees approved recomin investment earnings mean
ing what is happening."
MCCH had its third straight year mendations from the center's
Ritter emphasized the fact with positive investment results. parent committee, which had
that Americans need to judge the The cash reserves also were been in discussions with an-hoc
situation on what is right and increased to include and addi- hospital board committee about
what is wrong and not the parti- tional $7.2 million.
how to recoup nearly $300,000
sanship created by political divi•Approved waiving co-pay- lost by the operation.
The hospital board approved
sions such as Republican or ments for physician visits and
diagnostic
procedures
if raising rates and limiting enroll;
Democrat.
"Part of the reason we're not employees use MCCH for the rnent at its Aug. 24 meeting.
Since then the plan has been
asking questions is because of services.
The hospital will use CHA changed several nines.
the policy that .you are either
with us or against us and if you -Health for a second year. start---- -- The original plan included
ing Jan. 1. then re-bid the health rate increases to gradual
don't agree with our policy then
insurance contract for the fol- strengthen revenue to $312,850
you are against us.- he said. "If lowing year. In order to
keep the over three years. The parent
you speak out against the war premiums the same. Bloemer committee
recommended
you are not an American. You're said, ('HA proposed changes increasing revenue by $105,000
not a patriot.with two of those options mean- each of the next three years with
ing
higher co-pays
and flat rates rather than agedeductibles. After meeting with dependent prices originally proemployees. Bloemer learned posed. There are different rates
they favored higher co-pays to for MCCH employees and
higher deductibles.
Medical Arts Building staff and
For instance, co-pays for other physicians who use the
ly tempered by the realization physician visits will go from the center.
that ins girls and I must soon current $25 for any doctor to
The plan is based on 45 fullleave our dear friends in Murray $25 for a primary care physician time students — with about 30
and Murray State University," and $40 for a specialist. The out- from MCCH and the others from
Alexander said. 'To depart is of-pocket portion on outpatient Medical Arts Building. Space
made especially difficult by the diagnostic services would go also is allocated for part-time
from a flat $25 to varying prices students. In a memo to the
unbettevatite outpouring of good
board. Travis said possible revbetween $75 and $150.
will toward us in the form of
As a response to that, hospi- enue for the coming year will be
kind and generous letters, peti- tal executives proposed waiving $568.317 — an increase of
tions • and resolutions, all those co-pays if employees use $201,776 from the 2005 revex_pnessing the love and friend- MCCH, leaving the workers enue.
'This is along distance from
ship of us by MSU students, fac- responsible only for the
where we started, when we
deductible.
ulty, alumni and friends."
"I think it lessens some of the eliminated Medical Arts staff
Alexander succeeds Bob
impact
for them to go to a spe- completely,' Rose said.
Maxon. who is retiring after 11
The board's approval also
cialist here. We can afford it."
years, but he will stay on board Rose
said."Plus,a lot of the suc- included a hierarchy to manage
in the coming year to assist CSU cesses Ave had last year were the waiting list. Siblings of
Chancellor Charles B. Reed employee-driven."
MCCH employees'children curwith major academic issues,
Still, the hospital will benefit. rent at the center have first priorincluding the university's new "It won't be a complete wash ity when space is available. The
education doctorate program. with the expense there because it other priorities, in order, are
and serve as a mentor to new helps drive the usage." board children of other hospital
presidents in the CSU system, member Dr. Burton Young said. employees, siblings of Medical
•Heard about an IRS viola- Arts staff and physicians chilaccording to a Long Beach tion
with the current retirement dren presently in the center and
release.
plan — and it's not the first children of Medical Arts staff
"Dr. Alexander has the right complication with the benefit. ' and other doctors.
combination of an excellent aca"We've said all along, the
Since the early I 990s,
demic background and superb MCCH has had a 403B plan for children already there will not
administrative experience to its employees. Vice President of be interrupted at all," said
take the helm of Cal State Long Human Resources Keith Travis Furches, who co-chaired the
Beach," CSU trustee and presi- told the hoard. In 2002. when hospital committee with parents
the defined benefit plan was Greg Gierhart. "Employees of
dential search committee chair
frozen, about 230 people stayed the hospital always have first
Bob Foster said in a release from with it and about
the same num- preference.the unisersity. "He is a strong ber rolled over to the 403B plan.
Trustees took enrollment a
supporter of student success, is Since 2002, new employees step farther and agreed to
energetic and a visionary who have invested in the 403B plans. accommodate any students
Now. Travis has learned the whose parents took them out of
can embrace the campus reputation that outgoing President Bob hospital is not eligible for the the program when concerns
Maxon built. All members of the 403B plan because it's not a were raised in August. They
have until Dec. 1 to re-enroll.
CSU Board of Trustees wel- 501103 corporation or an edu"We all sided on one-time
cational entity. The resolution to
come him to the CSU system, the
ineligibility is to freeze it forgiveness. If you want to come
and are eager to work with him." and start a new plan.
back, you can if the spot is availTravis plans to start a 401A able,- Gierhan told the board
plan in January for employees about the parents' perception.
and will start even early with "... We were told the actual loss
educating the employees about that was going on there. Many
the situation. The 403B plan will employees think it's a benefit so
be maintained for current partic- they shouldn't pay anything. But
• IN • lib tiff • VII •
•ipants. but future accounts will the profit-loss really explained a
•ow a • 11 MR • /M
MI • a
IMIIIMIIIMMI.-WN11-1111111111•11111111W
be set up with the new plan.
lot. It's a palatable plan.abilit) to receive candid counsel," Bush said shortly before
leaving for Flonda to assess hurricane damage.
There were few regrets on
Capitol Hill, from either party.
Republicans control 55 of the
Senate's 100 seats, but several
GOP lawmakers were wavering
on Miers amid intense lobbying
from conservative interest
groups.
Senate Majority Veat-tar Bill
Frist spoke with White House
chief of staff Andy Card
Wednesday night and offered a
"frank assessment of the situation in the committee and in the
full Senate," Frist spokesman
Bob Stevenson said.
Sen. Chuck Schumer, DN.Y., called Miers capable but
added, -This clearly was the
wrong position for her."
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Iraq war leaves shortage of Humvees 'Gag'accusation
By RYAN LENZ
for Iraq.
The report noted the Army is taking steps
Associated Press Writer
Kentucky National Guard units have to implement stricter accountability over
been forced to share equipment to train for Guard equipment left overseas and a better
domestic emergencies after sending nearly a method to replace equipment left behind.
Kentucky units have left equipment in
quarter of their Humvees to units from other
states bound for Iraq. Guard officials said Iraq valued at nearly $17 million, which
includes Humvees, radios and GPS
Wednesday.
In the last two years. Kentucky has given receivers, officials said. The Indiana
nearly 100 of its 500 Humvees to other National Guard also has left 50 Humvees
units. An additional 20 will he left in Iraq with units in Afghanistan and Iraq.
Federal defense dollars pay for Army
when Kentucky units return later this year.
The shortfall, which Guard units around National Guard equipment, and Lt. Gen.
the country are experiencing, has left David Melcher, deputy chief of staff of the
Kentucky Guard officials struggling to reor- 'Army, has said $21 billion will be spent to
ganize and meet the needs of missions in resolve equipment problems for the Guard,
which constitutes the bulk of U.S. forces in
Iraq and at home.
"Is it more difficult to meet our mission'? Iraq.
In the meantime, units in Kentucky have
Well, if we have something happen, it's
going to take a little more effort." said Maj. adjusted by swapping equipment as needed.
But ensuring uninterrupted operations at
Gen. Donald Storm, Kentucky's adjutant
general. "We have to be prepared to move home in the long run could be difficult as the
state waits for equipment to be replaced.
equipment around in order to respond."
Government said David Altom, spokesman for the
the
Last
week,
Accountability Office found that Guard Kentucky Guard.
"We've been able to manage by borrowunits had left overseas more than 64,000
pieces of equipment worth more than $1.2 ing equipment from one unit for another to
More than 101.000 pieces of equip- use," he said. "But our main concern is
ment had been transferred to units deploying when everybody gets hack home, because

we're going to be short'
About 1,430 Kentucky Guard Members
now deployed to Iraq will begin returning
home over the next several months. Some
will be leaving equipment behind for units
that are deploying to replace them. Storm
said.
The Guard's 2113th Transportation
Company from Paducah has 61 trucks and
120 trailers that will be left in Iraq when the
unit returns. The 21 23rd Transportation
Company from Richmond, which returned
from Iraq in January, left 94 trucks and 93
trailers behind.
Some trucks from Richmond, however,
have recently begun trickling back into the
United States.
Storm said a delay in the turnaround on
equipment is a necessary burden to support
the tight in Iraq. Equipment not needed at
home is essential for soldiers in the fight.
"You don't have to have up-armored
equipment to evacuate people from a flood
or tight forest fires," Storm said. "You can
u.se other things that you have available
without it being tactical and operational
warfighting equipment."

Wilma hits Florida's vegetable growers hard
1MMOKALEE, Fla. (AP) February; industry officials said
- Shoppers can expect to pay Wednesday.
Only California annually pro-much more for tomatoes and
peppers, especially in grocery duces more fresh vegetables
stores along the East Coast. for than Florida.
"As the supermarkets come
the next two months because
Hurricane Wilma flooded fields to expect those tomatoes and
and tore through crops in don't get them those prices are
going to rise," said Ray Gilmer.
Florida.
Florida growers who choose a spokesman for the Florida
to replant destroyed crops likely Fruit & Vegetable Association.
After last year's hurricanes
won't be able to bring their produce to' market for another two ruined some Florida vegetable
months. This will cause a tem- crops, the price of tomatoes
porary shortage of tomatoes and went from $1.50 to $2 a pound
peppers since the state provides to as much as $4 to $5 a pound.
more than half of the nation's But the price didn't go back
fresh vegetables between the down right away, even after the
months of November and Florida crop returned to normal

in early January, causing a small
drop in . consumer demand for
tomatoes.
"Prices go up quickly but
drop slowly." Gilmer said.
Consumers. may not see
prices rise as dramatically as last
year. however, because this
year's California tomato-growing.season has lasted longer than
last season, and Mexican tomatoes should begin flowing into
the United States in December.
said Reggie Brown, manager of
the Florida Tomato Committee.
which markets Florida's tomatoes.
Brown said it was too early to
guess how much prices would

increase.
"The situation doesn't appear
to be as bleak as last year,"
Brown said.
Wilma peeled off the corrugated steel roofs of vegetable
packinghouses, and flooded
tomato and pepper fields. Winds
ripped off the plastic coverings
of greenhouses, exposing delicate baby tomato and pepper
plants. to the burning rays of
Florida sunshine after the storm.
"This is the worst time of the
year for Something like this to
happen since we're just starting
the season," said Pat Naughton,
a customer service manager for
TransGro.

•Need Line

GREG TRAVIS/Ledger 8, Times Photo

Coat and Jeans Fair is Saturday
By GREG TRAVIS
Staff Writer
Murray-Calloway
. The
County Board of Realtors is currently collaborating with the
Murray and Calloway County
Family esource Centers to
conduct a Coat and Blue Jeans
Drive for the Community
Resource Coat and Jeans Fair set
for Saturday. Oct. 29, from 9
a.m. to I p.m. at the site of the
former Carroll Volkswagen at
800 Chestnut Street.
The event will be open to
school-age children in the community ranging in age from preschoolers to teen-agers, according to Michelle Hansen, of the
Family
County
Calloway
Resources Center. Hansen said
the support from the community
was greatly appreciated. "Even
with the backing our people
have shown the hurricane victims, they have continued to turn
out and support our local efforts,
especially the volunteers." she
said.
Hansen said numerous items
have been donated, but the drive
was in need of boy's, men's and
children's jeans and coats. She
said additional volunteers were
also welcomed at the collection
site from 8:30 a.m. to 4 p.m. on
Wednesday and Friday and from
8 a.m. to 8 p.m. today.
The Board of Realtors has
graciously provided lunch for
the volunteers and Boone's
Laundry was providing cleaning
services for the coats collected.
She also noted that the Class D
program and volunteers from

the schools were assisting with
the local efforts.
,
Residents may continue to
drop off coats and jeans at the
former Carroll Volkswagen site
or at any of the following real
estate offices: Coldwell Banker,
Century 21 Loretta Jobs.
Coleman Real Estate. Grey's
Property, Haley Professional
Appraising & Real Estate.
•4

Come visit
us at our
New
Location!

•
•

•
•
•
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and Calloway County," she
added.
She reported that Need Line.
to date, has met the needs of
5,049 families this year and a
total of 6,658 families last year.
'Without the continued help
from the community. this aid
would not be available. Anyone
wishing to assist in the clean-up
or renovation of the new building. or to help with the =We to
the new TheStion. can contact the
Need Line office at 753-6333
during regular office hours of 10
a.m. to 4 p.m."
Casey said that over the_years
more than one estate has been
donated to Need Line in some
fashion. -Through this gift and
with some special financial
arrangements we have been able
make this wonderful
to
announcement," she noted.
"We are really excited about
getting into the new building. At
the same time I feel sad about
leaving the current location. We
are like a family here - us, the
senior citizens, the United Way.
the transit authority, the Red
Cross and .the West Kentucky
Allied Services." she said. "But
we'll only be a hop-and-a-skip
away."
Casey said, that for some
time, she has been anticipating
outgrowing the present office
space. Therefore she has been
looking around for about two
years for a another location.
"I have to be a good steward
with our operations. This just
worked out perfectly. I had been

its deliberations on Thursday.
While Louisville attorney
Sheryl Snyder tiled the motion
on behalf of the goVerrior, one
of Fletcher's personal defense
attorneys was sitting in the
front row of the courtroom
along with an attorney for
Daniel Groves, Fletcher's former chief of staff, who is one
of those now under indictment.
Snyder said Fletcher's pardon applies not only to the nine
people named but amounts to
amnesty, wiping the slate
clean. As a result, the grand
jury cannot indict anyone
because there. was no crime.
Snyder.said. Under Kentucky law a
grand jury cannot name in a
report individuals whom it has
not indicted.
.
And that's the rub.
Snyder accused prosecutors
of continuing the grand jury
only to make a report later that
is critical OTThe admifirstration.
Whites said Fletcher was
trying to stop indictments in
order to stop a report.
Graham wondered about a
more central constitutional
question-. "Can a governor cancel the power of the grand
jury?" he asked.
Graham said he would not
rule on the question immediately and fended off Snyder's
,request to act quickly to stave
off any possible indictments in
the future.
"I'm not going to tell them
not to meet," Graham said.
-This has been going on for
months."

•• •

The larger facility will provide
more space for storage and allow Need
Line to ultimately better serve the people
of Murray and
Calloway County.

II

— Tonia Casey
Need Line Director
looking at buildings when I sav,
this one.So Tealled abeint it. The
man on the other end of the telephone line asked how I knew it
was available because the sign
had just been put up. I knew it
was just meant to be," she said.
She said she wanted to
emphasize the fact that moving
to the new' building would in no
way be taking anything away
from the local families."We will
be able to better serve people by
being able to operate more
effectively and more efficiently." she said. "We will have
more and better office and warehouse space. We will be able to
better organize the office and all
of our items for distribution."
Casey said she anticipated
the Need Line organization continuing to grow. "With winter
heating costs on the rise, and the
hurricane relief, we anticipate a
steady increase in services."
She also wanted to remind
residents of a large food drive

that would be conducted in
November by members—ofMurray State University's
l.ambda Chi Alpha fraternit).

Forecast
Tonight will be partly cloudy
with frost after midnight. Lows
will be in the mid 30s. s
Friday will be mostly sunny
with highs in the lower 60s.
Friday night will be clear with
-lows in the upper 1(1,
•

Town Crier
NOTICE
•A special meeting of the
Murray-Calloway County Park
Board has been called for
today at 5:30 p.m. in the
Murray Electric System board
room regarding a personnel
matter.
•The Murray City Council
will meet at 6:30 p.m. today at
city hall. The agenda includes
three municipal orders reappointing Nelson Shroat,
Mick Lovins and Scott Seiber
to the Murray Board of Zoning
Adjustments. Council • members also will discuss the
annexation workshop held
earlier in the week.
•The Murray No. 2 Water
District on Ky. 121 South will
flush hydrants Friday and
Saturday. Oct. 28-29, Sam
Harris reported. Customers
are advised not to wash
clothes until the water runs
clear.
•• To report a Town Crier
item, call 753-1916.

portrait 30f,e

••••••••••••••

•

•

Kopperud Realty, Mur-Cal
Realty, Re-Max Real Estate and
1st Team Realty.
For more information contact
the Calloway County Family
1169
Center.
Resource
Pottertown Rd., 762-7333, or
the Murray Independent Schools
Family Resource Youth Services
Center at 208 S. 13th St.. 7599592.

By MARK R. CHELLGREN
Associated Press Writer
FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP)
GOV:Ernie FTeteher is trying to
"gag" a special grand jury that
has been investigating personnel practices in his administration,
prosecutors
said
Wednesday.
Fletcher's lawyers have
asked Franklin County Circuit
Judge William Graham to prohibit the grand jury from issuing any more indictments
because Fletcher has wiped the
slate clean by issuing an
amnesty for anyone who might
have broken the law. The
exception might be for
Fletcher, who was pointedly
not included in the pardon
issued Aug. 29.
The effect would be to close
down the grand jury and prevent it from issuing a report on
its findings of possible wrongdoing in the administration,
Deputy Attorney General
Pierce Whites said.
"This is nothing more than
a rather clumsy attempt to gag
the grand jury,- Whites said
during a hearing.
The matter abuts two longstanding *constitutional and
legal prerogatives — ,the
power of a Kentucky governor
to issue pardons and the role of
a grand jury, which is a creature of the judiciary.
The outcome, though, will
have real meaning to at least
four people now under indictment for personnel crimes and
anyone who might still be
charged by the grand jury,
which is scheduled to resume

&

From Front

Volunteers from the community (from left) Will O'Nan from St. Leo Catholic Church,
Sharon Bybee from the Calloway County Family Resources Center, and Lorraine Adams
from First Baptist Church, help with sorting and folding donated jeans and coats in
preparation for the annual Community Resource Coat and Jeans Fair to be held
Saturday from 9 a.m. to 1 p.m. at 800 Chestnut St.
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FORUM
Subsidize
Heating Costs
For Zero Dollars
This Winter
President Bush had better
tined to rise in coming years
initiatt a program to subsidize
because of increased demand,
home heating-oil costs before
particularly from developing
sticker shock turns the red
nations such as India and
states blue with cold this winChina, they aren't likely to stay
ter.
above $30 per barrel for more
. With heating-oil prices
than the period of the current
,Apected to increase by at least
emergency. We should shortly
50 percent
be able to replenish all we have
because of
borrowed from the reserve,
the high
again without any additional
global
drain on the treasury.
demand for
We certainly will not need
Petrotenni
the extra 200 million barrels
and
during this interim period. We
Hurricane
can replace it before we experiKatrinaence any ill effects from its
induced
absence. The oil is doing us no
damage to
good sitting in the reserve.
American
There is no reason why our
Morris
government cannot cash in on
Advisory refineries.
the current escalation of fuel
By Dick Morris Prices for
natural gas
prices to mitigate some of the
Syndicated
and electric- effects of this rapid increase on
Columnist
ity will also
our people.
inflate, lagIt would he great if Bush
ging not far
could, for once, anticipate the
behind.
need for a program before he
And there's a way Bush can
has to be beaten over the head
WASHINGTON (AP)-subsidize those costs without
to initiate one. The looming
Amid White House anxiety over
further adding tothe federal
disaster of higher heating-oil
budget deficit. The U.S. strateprices clearly will require a fed- the CIA leak investigation,
President Bush is heading down
gic petroleum reserve contains
eral, subsidy. This proposal
a path well worn by other modabout 700 million barrels of oil, offers a way Washington can
-ern seeond-term-presidentsanion
d iine-monin
—Wit
-grve
spending
embroiled in scandals. He's
supply of oil for the nation (and more money.
avoiding confronting thehit more than two months if
Without the subsidy, one
unpleasantness publicly, conwe assume that only foreign oil
can well imagine low-income
tending he's too busy doing
were to he cut offI.
families in Northern climes
having to choose between heat- "my job."
The oil in the reserve has _
been purchased at an average
ing and eating, not a choice
He may
price of $27 per barrel over
they should be forced to make.
also be folmore than two decades to preNo means test should be neceslowing other
pare for a genuine national
sary to trigger the federal subpages of the
emergency. What we face this
sidy, since the increase in costs
playbooks of
winter is not a calamity of sufshould not cause otherwise selfPresidents
ficient gravity to warrant sellsufficient citizens to feel as if
Clinton,
ing off part of the reserve, but
they are receiving charity or
Reagan and
we can borrow it for a while.
welfare. Nobody can plan for a
Nixon: keep
Why doesn't the president
50-percent inCrease in heatingbusy. shake
order that about 200 million
oil costs, and few can absorb
up the staff,
barrels of the reserve be sold at
Washington go abroad,
the higher bill without cutting
*urreni-markerpriees"?-1f-theout something etsein-their
give speechToday
price runs about $60 per barrel
budget.
By Tom Raum es on
at the time the sale is consumThe sell-off of reserve oil
Associated
weighty topmated, the sale would generate
would not require congressional
Press Writer
ics.
$12 billion. Since we purchased approval. Bush has ample
Nixon
the oilat an average price of
uthonty to order it under his
had
$27 per barrel, or about half as
current. executive powers.
Watergate. There was Iranmuch as we are now going to
Using that fund forheating-oil
Contra for Reagan, Monica
make from the sale, we should
subsidies will requite Senate
Lewinsky for Clinton and now
put aside half of the proceeds
and House consent. but legislaValerie Plame for Bush.
$6 billion
to use replentors are particularly adept at
Damage control has pretty
ishing the reserse once prices,
voting for subsidies that do not
much followed the same patdown
to
have conic
more norcost anything. Passing the bill
tern.
mal 'eye's. Then we can.feel
should not present much of a
"The American people
free to use the remaining $6 bil- problem.
expect
me to do my job, and
lion to subsidize home heatingThe administration should
I'm going to,- Bush said, shrugoil prices this winter at no cost
act promptly to take advantage
ging off the "background noise"
to the treasury.
of this win-win proposal
of the CIA-leak investigation..
While oil prices are desIt's a theme repeated daily by
his surrogates as tension mounts
over possible criminal indictments that could come as early
as Thursday.
"Everybody is focused on

Bush following path buffeted
by second-term investigations
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the priorities of the American
people," spokesman Scott
McClellan said Wednesday.
"We're focused on the work at
hand."
eve.I yeain, to

Clinton:
—"I'm going to do my job.
I'm going to follow the law." —
March 5, 1998.
— "What is important is that
1 do my job." — Sept. 16, 1998.
— "My opinion is that I
should be doing my job for the
country." Jan. 14, 1999.
Just like other embattled
presidents, Bush has been a
whirlwind of activity.
On Monday, he named his
top economic adviser. Ben
Bernanke, to succeed Alan
Greenspan as Federal Reserve
chairman_ On Tuesday, he gave
a speech seeking to rekindle
support for his Iraq policy. On
Wednesday, he tried to regain
the initiative on the economy
with &speech challenging
Congress to rein in non-military
spending. Next month, he tours
South America and Asia. ,
Tension in the White House
was extreme as the clock counted down on special prosecutor
Patrick Fitzgerald's investigation into whether top officials
leaked the identity of Plame, an
undercover CIA operative, as
part of an effort to blunt criticism by her diplomat husband
of the president's justification
for the war in Iraq.
Bush strategist Karl Rove
and Lewis "Scooter" Libby,
chief of staff to Vice President'
Dick Cheney, appear to be the
main focus of the probe.

The culmination of the leak
investigation is another in a
string of politically debilitating
events buffeting the administraii041 Others include growing-krptIrr .
to-the warin-track -conservative criticism of the
Harriet Miers nomination to the
Supreme Court. soaring fuel
costs and initial failures in
responding to Hurricane
Katrina.
"Even without indictments,
Bush is in risk of being frozen
in time," said Paul C. Light, a
presidential historian at New
York University."He needs to
take some action to reassure the
public he has influence."
Other besieged presidents
have done so.
Clinton laid out an ambitious
agenda in his 1998 State of the
Union address, a week after dis-,
closure of an investigation into
his relationship with White
House intern Lewinsky. He
!
traveled extensively as
Congress began impeachment
proceedings: Russia, Chile,
China, Africa, South Africa,
Northern Ireland, Japan and the
Middle East.
His approval ratings rose as
the GOP-controlled House
marched toward a vote to
impeach him. He was acquitted
in early 1999 by the Senate.
Democratic consultant Doug
Schoen. who did polling for
Clinton, said it didn't hurt that
"we were in a time of record
economic growth, declines in
inflation, relative peace and
prosperity in the world."
Under the cloud of
Watergate. Nixon engaged in a

bustle of activity to demonstrate
he was on the job, working to
-put Watergate behind us." He
even went-to Moscow in early
-July-4-974;a-few-weeks-befofethe Holm- Judiciary Commihee
voted three articles of impeachment. On Aug. 9, he resigned.
Reagan survived the IranContra scandal and left office a
venerated figure. But it took a
lot of repair work. Chief of staff
Donald Regan was replaced by'
popular former Sen. Howard
Baker, R-Tenn. And Iran-Contra
figure John Poindexter was
replaced as national security
adviser by Frank Carlucci, then
by Colin Powell.
Reagan also gave a conciliatory speech to the nation to
respond to a commission's challenge to his assertion that he
wasn't involved in the swap of
arms for hostages held by Iranbacked terrorists."My heart and
my best intentions still tell me
that is true," Reagan said in an
Oval Office speech on March 4,
1987. "But the facts and the
evidence tell me it is not."
Pollster Andrew Kohut,
director of the Pew Research
Center, said for Bush to regain
lost credibility, "things will
have to get better, there must be
some sense of progress in Iraq.
Gasoline prices have to begin to
come down. And there have to
be tangible signs of economic
improvement."
Tom Raum has covered
Washington for The Associated
Press since 1973.

OUR READERS WRITE
To the community.
On behlaf of the food managers with the
hurricane relief program at Camp W.O.W.
Ron Hubbard, Gary Wicker, Dave Stewart
and Nanette Durham), the people who coordinated the program (Rachel Wicker,'
Brenda Jones and JoAnn Adams), and the

trailer organizers(Brownie Jones, Amy
Robinson. Ron Wright and Leslie Steely),
we would like to thank all the people who
gave of their resources (money, food, cloth- ing and most important, their time) to make
this relief program a success.
We tried to perform our tasks in a

t•la.s.tfit-414rmtirTa$1.-tige.r tot

Christian manner. We were overjoyed with
the way the churches and groups worked
together to help those in need.
We are proud to be a part of Calloway
County.
Rachel and Gary Wicket
Murray, Ky.
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Obituaries
Eldon David Lawrence
Eldon Da Id Lawrence, 70, Hammond Road, Farmington,
Coldwater community, died Wednesday, Oct. 26, 2005, at 4 a.m. at
his home.
Preceding him in death were his wife, Louise Lawrence in 1995,
and one daughter, Peggy Hoy in 1996. Born June 15, 1935, in
CallOWaY County, he was the son of the late Ocus Eldon Lawrence
and Lottie Lucille Stubblefield Lawrence.
Survivors include two sons, Jackie Gilbert Lawrence and Gene
David Lawrence, both of Coldwater; one sister, Mrs. Glenda Peppel,
Murray; one brother, William Lawrence, Kirksey; three stepdaughters; one stepson; seven grandchildren.
Blalock-Coleman & York Funeral Home is in charge of arrangements.

Norman E. Carroll
The funeral for Norman E. Carroll will be Friday at 1 p.m. in the
chapel of J.H. Churchill Funeral Home. Michael Willey and Priestly
Scott will officiate. Cyndy Satterwhite will be vocalist.
Pallbearers will be Brian Maness, Russell Maness, John Maness,
Billy Carroll, Herman Carroll Jr. and Terry Farris, active; Joe Pat
Oakley, Thomas Lovett, Charles Crouch and Jackie Thorn, honorary. Burial will follow in the Stewart Cemetery.
Visitation will be at the funeral home from 5 to 9 p.m. today

(Thursday).
29, 1924, in Shelby County.
Mr. Carroll, 76, Boggess Drive. Almo. died Wednesday. Oct. 26,
Survivors include four sons. Randy Arington and Mike ArlIq':
2005, at 1:25 a.m. at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
both of Shelbyville, Davy Arington. Eminence, and Ken...,
A retired construction worker for a labor union, he was a mem- Arington, Murray; 10 grandchildren; nine great-grandchildren.
ber of Almo Church of Christ.
The funeral will be Fnday at 2 p.m. in the chapel of Shannon
Preceding him in death were one daughter, Sherrie Garland, one Funeral Home,Shelbyville. The Rev. Mike Duncan and the Rev. Bill
sister and six brothers. Born July 4, 1929, in Calloway County, he Brumley will officiate: Banal will. follow - in the Grove-Hill
was the son of the late Gaylon Carroll and Nellie Norman Carroll.
Cemetery, Shelbyville.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Betty Carroll, to whom he was
Visitation will be at the funeral home from 1 to 9 p.m. today
Married July 30, 1949; one son, Mark Carroll and wife, Jennie. (Thursday) and after II a.m. Friday.
Murray; one brother, James Carrol and wife, Luenell. Hardin; two
Expressions of sympathy may be made to Hospice and Palliative
grandchildren, Jvz.nifer Underhill and husband, Bryan, Almo, and
Aaron Carroll, Murray; one great-grandchild, Bayle Underhill, Care of Louisville or to the local chapter of Veterans of Foreign
Wars.
Almo.

Jesse Gilbert Arington

Charles Leon Hurt

Jesse Gilbert Arington. 81, Eminence, father of Kenny Arington
of Murray, died Tuesday, Oct. 25, 2005. at Jewish Hospital,
Shelbyville.
A retired truck driver for Banner Transfer, he
was a member of Teamsters Local 89. An Army
veteran of World War IL he was a member of
Cropper Baptist Church.
Preceding him in death was his wife,
Margaret Mae Yeary Arington. He was born Feb.

A memorial service for Charles Leon Hurt will be Friday at I
p.m. at Grace Baptist Church,617 South Ninth St., Murray.
Mr. Hurt, 47. Lexington, formerly of Murray, died Friday, Oct.
14, 2005, at his home.
Survivors include his mother, Mrs. Marlene Bell, Murray; his
father. Ted Hurt, Lexington; one sister, Mrs; Patty Southerland and
husband. Ron. Murray, and one brother, Robert Hun. Owensboro.
Kerr Brothers Funeral Home of Lexington was in charge of
arrangements.

Shipments of Tamiflu influenza drug to U.S. restricted
By BRADLEY S. KLAPPER
Associated Press Writer
GENEVA
(AP)
Pharmaceutical company Roche
Holding AG said Thursday it
had temporarily suspended shipments of Tamiflu to private sector recipients in the United
States to ensure that enough of
the anti-viral drug that experts
believe is most effective in treating bird flu will be available for
the influenza season.
Demand for Tamiflu has
increased due to fears of a
potential spread of bird flu. On
Thursday, Russia announced a
new outbreak of the deadly
H5N1 virus among poultry.
Alexander_ Klauser • a
spokesman for the Swiss company. stressed that the
sion would not affect the U.S.
government's order for the drug.
"We have agreed orders with

governments and we will fulfill
Experts are pinning their infected by bird flu in Russia.
Wen said authorities conductthem," Klauser said. "IL. is _ _hopes on Tamiflu to soften the
The H5N1 strain of the dis- ed a "massive culling of domesimportant that this is seen sepa- impact of a pandemic. It would ease has already been detected tic poultry" and imposed strict
rately from the pandemic be used to treat the sick and in birds in Romania, Russia and quarantines. Local residents
offers."
those who have come into close Turkey and Croatia, raising fears have been vaccinated, he reportHe said Roche's U.S. man- contact With them in hopes of it could spread across Europe. edly said while in Moscow for a
agement proceeded with the saving their lives and stopping The strain has killed at least 62 regional security meeting.
temporary suspension because the spread of the virus while sci- people in Asia since 2003.
"China definitely can bring
of the increased global demand entists rush to make a vaccine.
Klauser said the increased the bird flu under control
for Tamiflu.
Meanwhile, Russia
on demand for Tamiflu would mean through the above measures,- he
"The priority is that there is Thursday reported new bird flu that "over the next few weeks, said.
enough Tamiflu for the people cases in chickens and ducks in a limited stocks would be availHealth officials say the main
who need it at the start of the Siberian region hit by the H5N1 able in most countries."
cause of human infections is
influenza season," Klauser told strain. About 90 birds have died
Tamiflu is one of four drugs direct contact with poultry in
The Associated Press. "At the in the village of Rotovka in the that can treat regular flu if taken slaughtering, butchering or
moment, there is no influenza Omsk region, Russian officials soon after symptoms begin.
cooking,or surfaces contaminatcurrently circulating."
said.
"The Chinese government is ed by their droppings.
Supplies have become tight
Authorities have imposed a taking effective measures to preAustralia, set to host a
because governments and other quarantine in Rotovka, some vent the spread of the deadly regional bird flu summit next
organirnfinns._are sinekpiling-it--1,550-infleseast-of Moscow,and H5N1 strain of bird flu," the --week, - sant
in ease the H5N1 strain spread- were considering whether to kill official Xinhua News Agency banning interstate travel and
--ing-from-Asiato-E,urope-mutates_all.3.300 birds there said Boris _said-citing_nr.mier Wen liabae, _public gatherings if_a global
into a form that can pass easily Mishkin, the head of the region- in the first comment by a human outbreak of the virus
to and between people, sparking al branch of Russia's veterinary Chinese leader since the latest were to occur.
a human flu pandemic.
service. No people have been outbreaks.
On
Tuesday,
Roche's

Three U.S. soldier's killed in Iraq, four wounded
By THOMAS WAGNER
Associated Press Writer
BAGHDAD, Iraq (AP) Insurgents
using
roadside
bombs and small arms fire killed
three U.S. soldiers and wounded
four, while five Iraqis died in
other attacks,' euthorities said
Thursday.
U.S. aircraft, meanwhile,
destroyed more militant safe.
houses near the Syrian border,
and apparently killed a senior alQaida in Iraq figure who was
using religious courts to try
Iraqis who supported coalition
forces, the military said.
In Baghdad, back-room dealmaking continued as political
blocs sought to forge new
alliances before Friday's deadline for them to file candidate
lists for the Dec. 15 parliamentary election. Key Shiite politicians said talks were still under
way on a unified Shiite ticket
and no final agreement had been
reached.
On Wednesday. three Sunni
Arab groups - the General
Conference for the People of
Iraq, the Iraqi Islamic Party and
the Iraqi National Dialogue joined forces to field candidates
in the election, which was made
possible by Iraq's newly.ratified
constitution.
. But an influential group of
hard-line Sunni Arab clerics, the

Association of Muslim Scholars,
denounced the constitution and
said they will not join the political process.
Those contradictory statements signaled confusion within
the minority Sunni Arab community, which forms the core of
thëihsUrgehcy,óti how to-go
forward after it failed to block
ratification of the new constitution in the Oct. 15 referendum.
Two U.S. Army soldiers were
killed Wednesday when their
convoy hit a roadside bomb in
eastern Baghdad, the military
said. That same day. a roadside
bomb and small arms fire struck
an Army patrol 37 miles north of
Baghdad, killing one American
soldier and wounding four, the
military said.
The deaths raised to at least
2,004 the number of members of
the U.S. military who have died
since the beginning of the war in
2003,
according
to
an
Associated Press count.
In Baghdad on Thursday,
suicide attacker rammed his car
into a U.S. military convoy in
Karada, a commercial and residential district, killing one Iraqi
passer-by. wounding nine others
and damaging two parked cars,
said Capt. Mohammed Abdul
Ghani. U.S. forces quickly
sealed off the area and it was not
immediately known if they had
suffered casualties.
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Friday, October 28, 2005
11 a.m.- 2 p.m.

Lunch $6.00
Loaded Baked Potato, Salad, Cobbler, Drinks
For lunch tickets and/or lunch delivery call 753-3812
Carryout Available!
Tickets also avallable from any UMW member or at the door!

David Appalachian Craft Center
St. Vincent Mission - David, Kentucky
Beautiful Handcrafted Items Made By Mountain Artisans

'

In Dora, one of the capital's
most violent areas, a drive-by
shooting by insurgents killed
police Lt. Colonel Mahdi
Hussein, officials said. A similar
attack killed a peclestrian.in_central Baghdad, said police 1st Lt.
Mohammed Khayoon.
_
_
Two other Iraqis were killed
outside Baghdad.
In the oil-rich Kirkuk city,
180 miles north of the capital.
police - Lt. Col. Anoman Saed
died of wounds he had suffered
the day before from a drive-by
shooting in front of his home,
said police Brig. Sarhad Qadet.
In Fallujah, 40 miles west of
Baghdad, insurgents fired a
mortar round at the Iraqi army
headquarters, leading soldiers to
return fire randomly and hit a
nearby car carrying three teachers to a school, said police 1st
Lt. Assad Hussein Al-Jumaili.
One of teachers was killed and
two were wounded, he said.
Earlier this week, Iraq's election commission completed an
audit on the results of the Oct.
15 constitutional referendum.
saying the document had passed
by a large margin, thanks to the

support of Kurds and majority
Shiites.
Many Sunnis opposed the
constitution, fearing it could
lead to the breakup of the country
into
semiautonomous
regions favoring rival Kurds and
majority Shines.
Sunni Arabs also largely boycotted the Jan. 30 parliamentary
election, enabling the Shiites
and Kurds to win an overwhelming majority and-shape the constitution.
U.S. officials see Sunni Arab
participation in the Dec. 15 election asAppeful sign that more
and more members of the community will forsake the insurgency, enabling the U.S.-led
coalition to begin drawing down
its forces next year.
As Sunni groups were coming together, the Shiite United
Iraqi Alliance, which swept
most of the parliament seats in
January, appeared to be fraying.
Iraq's leading Shiite cleric.
Grand Ayatollah Ali al-Sistani.
has decided not to endorse the
Shiite coalition which ran under
his banner in January, according
to associates on both sides.

Roche has.donated 3 million
treatments to WI-l0 for a global

stockpile in case of a flu pandemic.

Investments Since 1854... Our best investment is you.1
STOCK MARKET REPORT
Dow Jones Ind..AY g.....10308.24 36.74
Air Products
;6.59 - 0.18
AT&T
19.57 + 0.07
BB&T
41.77 + 0.20
Bell South
25.89 + 0.19
Briggs & Stratton
L1-4$
Bristol Myers Squibb ......21.67 0.64
Caterpillar .
;0.06 • 0.49
Cho ron Texaco Corp ;7.68 + 0.02
Daimler Chrysler
49.75 -0.10
IC 00 - 2.17
Dean Foods
Exxon-Mobil
;6.79 + 0.59
Ford Motor...
8.30 .0.22
General Electric
.3354. 0.16
General Motors
27.62 1.55
GlaxoSmithKline ADR....51.85 2.49
Goodrich
18.34 - 4.71
Goodyear
14.93 + 1.55
HopFed Bank* ..........15.80 It 16.10 A
Court Square Murray, KY 42071
270-753-3366 • 800-414-1854
Hours: 8:00 a.m -5-00 p.m. M-F
•Ildrrara Lyons is a market maker in this stuck
unc-price encesneed
AddiDonal inter/mem avarlable on request

prices as of 9 a.m.

IBM
Intel

.S237.032
....23.12 + 0.05

Kroger
Mattel

19.57 - 0.15
.14.73 - 0.02
12.09 0.22

NIcDonalds
Nferck

.

Alicrosoft

.27.03 - 0.16
25.16 + 0.05

IC.Penney ...... ...............49.27 - 0.45
Pepsico, Inc
57.67 + 0.12
Pfizer, Inc.
21.09 + 0.03
Regions Financial
12.24 - 0.07
Schering-Plough_
'0.66- 0.09
Sears Holding Corp..-...1 20.07 - 1.70
Time 11arner
IS Bancorp ......
L ST

17.56 + 0.08
....._29.13 -0.07

11ellPoint

18.35 - 1.57
72.77 + 1.05

11al-Nlart

45.60 + 0.02

4tH11.1.1ARD LYONS
J.J.B. BILLIARD, W.L. LYONS, INC.
MEMBER NEW YORK SIOCK EXCHANGE AND SiPC

We're there when your full size
becomes a compact.

fling Hills
arser

If a collision puts the
squeeze on your
vehicle, we can help
you straighten things
out. Make sure your
auto coverage
doesn't come up
short. Contact a
Shelter agent near
you for a free auto
insurance review.

& Gifts
= HWY.641 N. • MURRAY 146
753-1725-1-800-472-8852

OKTOBER FEST
25%
OFF
• All Trees & Shrubs

Jack Romaine
105 N. 12th St.
Murray, KY 42071
759-1033

• Halloween & Fall Decor
(Sale ends Oct. 31)

Ready For Planting
• It it /e Pari,/iN • Hoicerin,

Canadian branch announced that
it was suspending private sales
of Tamiflu in Canada until the
flu season begins in December
because soaring
stockpile
demand threatened the seasonal
flu allocation.
Paul Brown, a vice president
of Roche Canada, said they saw
more demand for Tamiflu on
one day last week than in all of
2004.
Some 40 countries are scrambling to create Tamiflu stockpiles. The World Health
Organization recommends governments keep enough anti-viral
drugs and regular human flu
vaccines for at least 25 percent

kait

• Trihr; & Riffociih,

United Methodist Women
Murray First United Methodist Church

skuttaccif aerti6idMv-eurjo Leeree'

Christian Life Center • 503 Maple Street

Open Mon.-Sat. 9-5

SHELTER
SU Ft ANC!.

Tinceeds Go To Church Missions
••••••

www shelterinsuronce com

Seek Shelter Today!
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'Grandpa
Annual Christmas Bazaar Saturday
Jones'
program
will be at
center
Kentucky Chautauqua will
present "Grandpa Jones," country musician and comic, on
Monday at 12:30 p.m. at the
Weaks Senior Citizens Center,
607 Poplar St., Murray. The
public is invited.
Grandpa Jones is portrayed
by David Hun who has picked
the guitar and banjo on front
porches from Reelfoot to Red
River.
He has .acted at Stage One
in Louisville as well as in
Lexington theaters. Hurt is currently an instructor of communications at Morehead University.
Hurt took the name,"Grandpa Jones" from the late country musician and comic who
lived from 1913 to 1998 and
was the son of Henderson County, Tenn., sharecroppers. A
singer. banjo picker, song writer
and late in life, television star.
Jones was constantly on the
move during a musical career
of more than 60 years.
•The late Grandpa Jones
was inducted into the Country
Music Hall of Fame in 1978.
After a performance marking
anniversary
at
his 26th
Nashville's Grand Ole Opry.
he suffered a stroke and died
Feb 19, Mg
Kentucky Chautauqua is an
eXclu_stu presentation of the
Kentucky Humanities Council,
Inc., with state wide support
from the Honorable Order of
----KentuckY Colonels. and regional funding from Toyota Motor
Manufacturing North America.
Inc., People's Bank •& Trust
Company of Hazard, National
City banks in Lexington, London and Owensboro, and the
Brown-Forman Corporation.

Northside plans blood drive

Photo provided
Pictured are some of the numerous items to be featured at the annual Christmas
Bazaar of the Creative Arts Department of the Murray Woman's Club on Saturday from
8 a.m. to 2 p.m. on the lower level of the club house. Featured will be handcrafted
items, attic treasures, and baked items. Tickets for the painted chair are available until
2 p.m. Saturday at which time the winner will be announced. Proceeds will help support local high school art workshops and MSU art scholarships.

unior Girl Scout Troop Holds Party

Its as basic as A-B-C
You re proud of your family,
your home your car You
want the best protection for
them that money can buy And
exceptional same-day contact
claim service • You get it
through an independent agent
representing State Auto
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Trails of Treats Friday
Trails of Treats will be Friday from 5 to 9 p.m. at the
Murray-Calloway County Park. This will feature free candy for
children, and costume and pumpkin carving contest. For information call 762-0325.

Christmas bazaar on Saturday

GOLDEN POND. Ky. Land Between the Lakes has
released information about programs for this coming week.
The liomeplace, Nature Station, Golden Pond Planetarium and Elk & Bison Prainc
are open daily.
Deep Impact-Rendez‘ous
with a Comet will he shown
at 10 a.m. and 2 p.m. on Saturday and Sunday and at noon

Monday through Friday at the
Golden Pond Planetarium. Also
shown will he Ring World at
II a.m. and 3 p.m. Saturday.
and Sunday,. and - 2 p.m. Friday. and Kentucky Skies at I
p.m. Saturday and Sunday
"Ghosts & Goblins Mystery
Van Tour- from 7 to 9 p.m.
on Saturday Wilt leave . from
the Golden Pond k'isitor C.;mter. Reser‘ations at $2/$3 are
required by calling 1-270-9242020
"Neville Bay Prairie Walk"
will he from 1 to 4 p.m. Snriday. This is tree to all THE
vsit its, hut
registration
required by ,Aling
924

2020.
Esents
the Nature Station include "Hunters of the
Sky- at 11 a.m. and "Gorgeous Gourds" from II a.m.
to 3 p.m. on Saturday; "Bat
Attitude" at 2 p.m. on Sunday.
Events at The Homeplace
yyill be "Teamster's Choice"
from II a.m. to I p.m. on
Saturday: "Bookworm Trivia"
at 1 p.m. on Sunday
For more information regarding times of programs and any
admission costs, call toll free
1-800-L1k-7071 or 1-270-9242000 or www.lbl.org

Sewing
by Steven 'Sign Language Class for
9eette :%lesiors,

Rods
• Custom Bedding
• Upholstery
• Accessories
• Design Service
• Custom

Blinds Available

Now 019(4;ring More Than 1,ikk'
Fahrieo bwhiding Mks

211 $ 12111 Si • Illurrsy • 753-3415

gionhoOts.

Kentucky Lumberjack Challenge will be Saturday from 10:30
a.m. to 4 p.m. at the Central Park amphitheatre, Murray. This
is first time in Murray as had been previously known as Aurora Lumberjack Challenge. Admission is free.

Callim ay Co-unty. Heart Walk will have a rebate day on Friday at Captain D's. Customers are asked to place their receipts
in "The—box marked —Miff Walk:—The walk wilt be- Saturday
at 9 a.m. at the Murray State University Regional Special
Events Center. Registration will start at 8:30 a.m.

• apery
• Specialty

AUTO'
trarime(avenges
1/ir1wrE

Kentucky Lumberjack event planned

Heart Walk plans promotion

v.'then,

HAVERSTOCK
INSURANCE
AGENCY

A Fall Festival will be Saturday at Kirksey Baptist Church.
Games and Inflatables (jumbo jet and slide) will start at 4
p.m. Food- Will be -Served at 6 p.m. The public is invited.

University Church of Christ will host its second "Truck or
Treat"'on the upper level parking lot of the church building,
.Hwy. 121 Bypass and Hwy. 641 North, on Sunday. Children
can collect candy from various trunks decorated by members
of the congregation. Prizes will be awarded for the best Bible
character costume and the best decorated trunk. Make plans to
bring your children for an evening of fun following the children's evening service which begins at 6 p.m.

Friends you can depend on

:0

Fall Festival to be at Kirksey

'Trunk or Treat' planned Sunday

Special programs scheduled
The protection and peace of
mind you get from the friends
you can depend on at State
Auto

For Calloway County and Murray residents who cannot afford to buy Christmas dinner, Nerd Line will be accepting
applications on the Nov. 9, 10, 11, 28 and
29 at the offfce in the Weaks Community
Center, 607 Poplar St.. Murray.
To make an application, each one should
bring proof of income and food stamps for
all members in the household. This program is first come, first serve, other factors permitting.
Jo's
The above listed dates are the only dates,
Datebook
applications.
By Jo Burkeen Need Line will be accepting
office
at 753-6333.
information
call
the
For
Community
Editor
Northside Baptist Church will have a blood drive on Saturday from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. at the church fellowship hall.
Free T-shirts will be given along with fun and games for kids.
Lunch will be served from II a.m. to 1:30 p.m. for the guests.

Photo provided
Pictured are members, leaders and guests of Junior Girl Scout Troop 1567 of NorthElementary School at its recent Halloween party held at the school. Girl Scouts are an
agency of the United Way-of-Murray and Calloway County.

in•suroance.

Need Line will provide
Christmas Food Baskets

CALL FON APPOINTMENT

270-753-6361

PIZZA SPECIALS
16" Cheese Pizza
16" Unlimited Toppings
12" - 3 With 3 Toppings
re)"'3 With Unlimited Toppings

$700

$944
$13 00

$7.00 ea

Church Groups - 20% Discount
Sunday A 144sdnosdcry
WELL HONOR ANY PIZZA COUPON

nadis Grill
817 COLD WATER ROAD • 762-0442

Beginners' planned
Murray Stale I. nisersimy
Center for commuitig Education' will offer an introductory
courses. "Sign Language for
Beginners
This class . is a great way
to begin learning a nev+ language for which the vocabulary and grammar rules are
already known. Time in class
w ill be used to learn and practice the alphabet. emergency 1md
surViv al signs.
The class
bt.
,
2in

7 from 6 to 8 p.m and will
continue for three consecutive
Mondays, ending Nos: 21. Each
class will meet in room 2215,
Alexander Hall.
The price for the class will
be $85 which includes textbook and other reference materials. Space in the class is limited.
For more information or to
register. contact the center at
762-3659 or 1-800-669-7654.
ext. 3659,

RADIO AUCTION

Annual Christmas Bazaar of Creative Arts Department of
the Murray Woman's Club will be Saturday from 8 a.m. to 2
p.m. at the club house. 704 Vine St.

_

Republican event Saturday

_
The Callowa County Republican Party wiTrhave its seventh annual barbecue and beans dinner on Saturday from 3 to
5 p.m. at the Brandon farm, U.S. Hwy. 641 South. Political
figures plan to attend. Donations for Need Line will be taken.
The public is invited,

Make A Difference Day Saturday
Make A Difference Day will be Saturday from 9 a.m. to 1
p.m. at the Murray State University-"Stewart Stadium. Each
person can bring up to 51 pounds of personal documents to
be shredded free of charge and watch Purchase Records Destruction shred them. All shredded paper will be recycled to benefit the local Family Resource Centers. Persons can recycle
eye glasses for the Lions.'s Club; oil for Taylor Bus; ink jet
cartridges for Big Brothers Big Sisters; clothes for J.U. Kevil;
aluminum cans for WATCH; cell phones for CASA; and plastic, tin, glass and paper products of all kinds.

NARFE meeting on Friday
Murray-Calloway County Chapter of National Association of
Retired Federal Employees will Friday at noon at Holmes Family Restaurant.

12
1/

MHS Class event Thursday
Murray High School Class of 2007 will sponsor PowderPuff Football at MHS tonight at 6 p.m. Proceeds will go
toward the class prom.

Beta Club collecting coats
Murray High School Beta Club is collecting coats during
the month of October for people who are in need. Anyone
who has a coat in good condition that they do not need is
welcome to bring it to the front office of MHS. The coats
could also be brought to Jill Herndon's room. The coat drive
started Wednesday and will continue through Oct. 28.

Glory Bound will be tonight
Featured groups will be The Smith Family and The Gospel
Three- at Glory Bound Entertainment tonight from 7 to 9 p.m.
at the Weaks Community Center. The public is invited and
there is no charge. Items for Need Line will be taken.

Donations requested for delegation
Donations are requested to help v.ith the trip by the

delegation from Murray and Calloway County to attend the national recognition of the 100 Best Communities in America won
by- Murray and Calloway County on Nov. 2 in Washington.
D.C. Donations are being accepted at Heritage Band. Community of Promise Fund. 210 North 12th St., Murray, KY 42071.
For information call 762-7332.

MURRAY & HAZEL LIONS
n340 - WNBS - THE 39th AUCTIOW\
TELE: 753-2400
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Ottway Students Featured at LBL

Photo provded

Conny Ottway and her students entertained at the Agricultural Fair held at the 1850's
Homeplace in The Land Between the Lakes. Two old-fashioned play party sing-alongs
were led by Ottway, her students and guest musicians. Participating were Ottway.
Benjamin, Glenn and Dorothy Warren, Jake and Jordan Harris, Tyler Coursey, Annette
and Roger Heady, Tyler Sins, Sabry,• Savannah, Sam and Chris Poor, Jim Holmes,
Laura Hawkins, Elizabeth Mattingly, Kristina Fricker, Cassandra Gossum, Cole Allen,
Murray Crow and Phil Burt. The audience joined in on the performance of American
folk tunes.

Smith wins honors at state tournament
BOWLING GREEN, Ky. —
Joel Smith of Murray won honors at the Illinois State Unversity/ISU Alumni Swing held at
Normal, Ill.
Smith, a sophomore at WKU.

placed third in dramatic interpretation and fourth in poetry
interpretation in ISU portion.
He was a member of the
Western Kentucky University
Forensic Team participating in

the tournament Oct. 22-23.
WKU beat Arizona State
University and Bradley University for the team sweepstakes
title.

BirthAnnouncements
Anna Marie Pogue

Photo provded

Pictured planning the Calloway County Homemakers'Woman Show are(from left)(seated) Jo Farley, Sue Williams, Dorothy Cook,(standing) Doris Duncan, Judy Stahler and
Margaret Yuill.

Homemakers' Woman Show
scheduled at Weaks Center
Calloway County Homemakers will host its fifth annual
Woman Show on Saturday. Nov.
5. at the Weaks Community
Center. Poplar and North Seventh Streets. Murray.
The show will exhibit over
30 booths of a variety of interesting items from house wares.
clothing, jewelry. etc. Booth
spaces are available at $20 per
booth.
Members of the planning
committee are Judy Stahler. Jo
Parley. 'Sue Willicuits-,--Do
Cook, Doris Duncan and Mar-

the Murray-Calloway County
Chamber of Commerce and the
Murray Ledger & Times. Stahler
said -we truly appreciate their
sponsorship of this annual

event.Proceeds from the show will
go to the United Way of Murray and Calloway County.

AUTO
INSURANCE

Mr. and Mrs. Jason Pogue Shirley Parrish and Frank and late Pete and Array Pogue of
of Hazel are the parents of a Hazel Pogue, all of Murray. Golden Pond.
Uncles and aunts are Toy
dau_ghter, Anna Marie Pogue, Greatirarufparents are the late
born on Thursday. July 7, 2005, Lomon and Marie Parrish. the and Natascha Parrish, Steve Parat 11:55 p.m. at Murray-Cal- late Herman and Inez Witty • rish, Greg and Patty Pogue and
-----and -the A-ate-Kenny- -and-Cleo - -Kimberly Pogue-,-Cousins- -are--garet
loway County Hospital:This year's co-sponsors are
The baby weighed 8 pounds Todd. all of Murray. and the Shanna and Dakota Parrish.
3 ounces and measured 21
inches. The mother is the former Mitzi Parrish.
Grandparents are L.B. and

NEED A QUOTE? CALI,or CLICK

753-4703
KFBNIt RRA1.corn

NO P_AYMENT/NO INTEREST
CO711
We're Your One-Stop Source For
Quality Furniture At Unbeatable
Prices - We Have What You Want!

Anna Marie Pogue

Jansyn Alayna
Hays
Mr. and Mrs. Chris Hays
of Murray are the parents of
a daughter, Jansyn Alayna Hays,
born on Wednesday. Oct. 19.
2005. at Jackson Purchase Medical Center, Mayfield.
The baby weighed 8 pound,
12 ounces and measured 21
1/4 inches. The mother is the
former LaCosta Beane.
Maternal grandparents are
Denise Paige of Cincinnati.
Ohio. and Terry (Fly) Beane
of Mayfield. Paternal grandparents are Keith and Mary Beth
Hays of Murray.
Maternal great-grandparent,
are Robert and Virginia •Skinner of Murray and Teddy and
Aleta Beane of Kirksey. Paternal great-grandparents are Ann
Hays and Howard Bazzell. both
of Murray.

Savings For Every Room!
*Dining Rooms
-Occasional Tables
'Lamps
'Pictures
'Jewelry Armoires
'Curio Cabinets

•Bombe Chests
•Entertainment
Centers
'Table Top
Accessories
•Computer Desks

'Home Office
'Rockers
•Recliners
'Sleeper Sofas
*Bedrooms
'Living Rooms

Thomasn7le
Gallery.

Famous Name
Brands!
'Thomasville
'Broyhill
•Henredon
'Lane/Action
•Serta
'Pennsylvania
House

'Kincaid
•Klaussner
"La-Z-Boy
'American
Sleep
'Ashley

AT FLENIINC FURNITURE - ALL WE Do IS SAVE YOU MONLN
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Jansyn Alayna Hays
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Rea to hold CD release recital Sunday
Special to the Ledger

Murray State University Concert Choir

MSU Concert Choir to sing
at Southern Division ACDA
The Murray State University Concert Choir has
received a special invitation to perform a concert
at the 2006 Southern Division Convention of the
American Choral Directors Association in
Charleston, W. Va.
The choir was chosen by blind *audition.
"We submitted a recording of three selections.
one from each of the previous three years." said
Dr. Bradley Alniquist, MSU director of'choral
activ ities. "ACDA requires this to ensure that the
choir has at least a three yea record of performance excellence before being selected to sing at a
cony emion."
Division cons ention in Charlotte. NC.
-Choirs has e to ss an a at least a 4-year convennon ecete before they are permitted to audition.
Flits eons ention s the first convention we qualified tor after our 2002 performance." said Dr..
Alniquist. its very unusual for a choir to he chosen to sing at successise conventions. It is a
remarkable achievement.
—this is a particularly significant honor for the
Concert Choir and for Murray State l'insersity.he added.
The American Choral Director Association is.
the professional organitation tor choral milyte
.
thriinghout North America.
"Being chosen ttr present a concert tor an

ACDA convention is recognition by our peers at
the highest levels for excellence in choral performance and teaching."
The MSI,J Concert Choir has enjoyed along
tradition of excellence in choral performance
beginning with conductor Robert Briar. Dr. Baar's
choirs were frequently featured throughout the
Commonwealth, region and world, touring and
performing to acclaim in Europe as well as the
United States.
"Dr. Haar put Murray State on the choral performance map," Alrnquist said. "It is my pm:liegeto continue to build on tha( outstanding foundation
_and tradition."
During the 14 years of Dr. Almquist's tenure.
the MSU Concert Choir has received many invita•tions to perform in Carnegie Hall. New York, and
in several European cities including Edinbrough,
Prague, Moscow. and Bejing. China. They have
presented invitational performances at the 2002
National Convention of the Music Educators
National Conference. the 1997 Convention of the
Southern Division of MENC, and the. 1995 and
2004 conventions of the Kentucky Music
They toured England.
Educators Association.
Scotland and Wales a. 1995, Augria. Germany.
Hungurr-und the Ciech Republic in 1948, Italy in
2001. ,ind Ireland. Wales and England in 2004.

A compact disc ot flute music
has just been released by
Centaur Records featuring
flutist Stephanie Rea. Rea, who
has played flute since age 9, is
assistant -professor of music at
Murray State University, where
she teaches flute and music theory courses. .
The disc — "Solo French and
American Flute Works" — was
recorded in June 2004 with former Murray resident and
Murray State alumnus John
Whitrner as recording engineer.
Rea wrote one of the pieces
on. the recording. Other composers. include Francis Poulenc,
Jacques lbert, Arthur Honegger,
Robert Muczynski, Katherine
Hoover and Cynthia Folio.
A CD release recital will be
at 3:30 p.m. Sunday in the
Performing Arts Hall. where_the
works %ere recorded. In the
recital. Rea will perform some
WeirICS- from the CD as welt as
other pieces not on the CD. She
will be joined by pianist Stephen
Brown on several works for
flute and piano.
Rea has been known to give
recitals in a style she and others
call an "informance.- More personal than a performance, and
not as scholarly as a lecturerecital, an informance informs
the audience about the pieces
being performed. the composers
who wrote them. as well about

(4/./L-blas
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State
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t nit er sits. ssill hase an exhibit
the--harle Gallery
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Murray Art'Guild
Calendar of Activities

A reception will follow the
recital, which is free of charge
The CD will be for sale at the
event for $15. They are also
at
available
Centaurrecords.com.

is just around the corner
Be a part of the
Chamber of Commerce

English,Mc-Donnell exhibits-in Novernb
McDonnell's drawing and
Student Stu iso.. He is a member of the Orgamrntion of Murray. metalsmithing work will he repNn Students and The Clay Club. resented in the exhibit along
, Scott McDonnell-1,a senior-art vs ith his printmaking. llri.media
qudent, will also have an exhib- includes ink. charcoal and silver
it ill his work in the Eagle on enamel paper.
McDonnell is a member of
Gallery on campus from Not. 2from the Organ/anon of Murray Art
is
McDonnell
14.
1.01.11•1. Ilk. Ky.. and vs ill be • Students and has been a residential 'ads iser at Murray State for
graduating in December vs ith
bachelor of fine ails degree in three years. He is the recipient
- id two art auction scholarships.
printmaking.
In 2004. he attended the
Frogman's Print Workshop.
A reception for both ar
still he held on Not. 4 from
p.m. in the gallery.
The public is invited to attend
the reception, and to view ,the
Featured 1rtists' Exhibit - in progress through Oct. 2oi and
exhibits on display.
includes the wood arnstis iit Bry an Warner and vs casings by
Chu.k Ihrsam I lie Guild is open to the public 10 am. - p.m.
on I uesdas. Wednesdas and Undas
1Vrekly I.ife Drawing Classes - Escrv Wednesday at the
a rum u r \111,1 (,,11 7s ;4050 on fuesday morning to
I eserve p.h.t.'
11011ida Gallery Sale at the Guild. Not ember 4 & 5.10 a.m.
rith St , doss nil ,k n Murray. Select from a w ide
to p ii I it ;
s,itiets ot hand. tatted 'wills Including 2-dimensional art. fiber
arts. te‘kcIr\ w,Khl crafts, floral and more. Call 753-4050 for
idler iiitiirmation
%%rase a Scarf in a Day ‘1orkshop - one day- per person.
either Ni is. 10 or De. ;. 0 4 m - I p.m. Choose from 6 color
combinations upon registration. $20 for members/825 for non5151601201 Sit p6027
•45
members. Limited participation. Conducted by Mary Cates and
ii Waste- Can
)s9 for more information.
members i timi hit in aft at local businesses:
exhibit at Coldwell Banker.
ell liar,,
414 South 12th St.. du u
Barbara (*rittendon & Barbara Gardner's artwork on display at
RIIMAX.660 A North 12th St.

Stephanie Rea
the performer, in an informal
and more intimate setting than a
formal recital. An informance is
designed to be both interesting
and understandable to musicians
and non-musicians alike.

Murray Ledger 81 Times
devoted to local holiday shopping!
Don't forget to contact the

Chamber of Commerce
to find out how to
draw even more customers with
an exciting giveaway and
great prizes for your customers!

Christmas Open House
Sunday Nov. 13, i-s p.m.
To advertise call 753-1916
For contest information call 753-5171

•Pv PREMIER NISSAN

educational and culturI Mu:ras .,Irt Guild is a rat in
al organcalion whose membership is open hi anvonc with a lose
ot the visual arts. Regular Guild hours are I° a.m. - 3 p.m..
I ursday. Wednesday and Friday. except holidays. (The
Kentucky Arts Council. a state agency in the Ciimmerre Cabinet.
pnwides operational support funding for the Murray Art Guild
ssith shire tat dollars and federal funding from the Nathmal
ndowment for the Arts, which believes that a great nation
deserves great art
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Evans
commits
to MSU
hoops
By SCOTT NANNEY
Sports Editor
The Murray State Racers
continued their recruiting run on
guards with their second commitment of the 2005 fall signing
period.
Brandon Evans, a 6-foot-1
shooting guard from Liberty
Tech High School in Jackson.,
Tenn., recently announced his
intention to sign with MSU,
according to Liberty Tech head
coach Dexter Williams.
Evans joins fellow guard JayR Strowbridge of Sparkman
High School in Huntsville, Ala.,
as the second commitment to the
Racers' 2006 class.
"He has the potential to be a
real good (college) basketball
player," said Williams of Evans.
"He's going to fit right into that
system at Murray State."
According to Williams,
Evans averaged 18 points and
five rebounds per game as a junlor in leading Liberty Tech to a
26-6 record and a No. 7 ranking
in Tennessee's Class 2A system
after transferring to the new
from
school
Jackson
Fayetteville, N.C.
Liberty, which is in just its_
third year as a school, finished
its firstscason, 2003-04, with a___
14-14 record, but made the leap
to 20-plus wins with an assist
from Evans.
"He's got the ability to get to
the basket, and he's also got the
ability to knock down shots,"
Williams said of his star guard.
who earned Newcomer of the
Year honors in the Volunteer
state and was named the Most
Valuable Player of his district as
a junior, getting the honor over
Top 50 recruit Willie Kemp,
who recently committed to play
--at-the-University of Memphis-.
• 'Brandon is one of the best
rebounding guards I've ever
seen," Williams continued.
"Having seen(MSU)play a few
times, I think he's going to have
a real good career at Murray
State. They like to get the ball up
and down the court, and that's
what we do."
Williams said that Evans
over
Racers
the
chose
Virginia
Chattanooga.
Tennessee
Commonwealth.
State and Appalachian State
because of the relationship the
MSU coaching staff developed
with him.
"Murray State contacted me
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White-Washing!

Tigers prep
for long trip
By MICHAEL DANN
Sports Writer
When Lee Edwards was
asked how excited he was about
traveling to Class 4A Ohio
County on Friday night, the
coach quipped with a quick
comparison to two monumental
moments in his life.
"It ranks right up there with
the birth of my children and my
marriage," Edwards said with
complete sarcasm.
The Murray High School
football team, playing the hand
that it is dealt, will look to make
the two-hour-and-15-minute
trek to Hartford tomorrow night
to play the Eagles in the final
regular-season game for both
teams.
A little closer to where the
home-fire burns, most eyes will
on
the
be
Russellville/Crittenden County
game. The loser will face the
Tigers next week in the first
round of the Class A state playoffs at Roy Stewart Stadium.
"The only thing that we're
doing is we are really making.
sure that anything we do this
week is not solely for the pur-pose of beating Ohio County,"
Edwards said. "We're trying to
work on ourselves to get us
ready for a playoff run, and
that's a little different. I'm not
saying we aren't looking at Ohio
County we are We've just said
on both sides of the ball, 'He).
let's not male drastic adjustments that might not ever be utilized again.'v
With both teams at 7-2 on the

•See TIGERS Page 2B
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2005 DISTRICT STANDINGS
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4-5
2-7
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Wayeeld
Fallon Canty
Wray
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Oef
lislerd Merriam
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This week's games
Murray a, Oh* Co
tallyho:I vs &Mare Memonel
Fulton Cey vs Fulton Co

2005 Tiger Stats
Murray
Opponents

41
46

48
83

51 62 202
68 77 • 276
OPP,

W4S

182
446
2,540
2949-4
31fi
2.872
234
764327

First Mims
Rushes
RteMng togs
Passing
Pasting Yards
Toil Yards
Fumble-4ost
Pensilles

12e
283
1,930
57-122-7
946
2,844
23-7
55-378

Rushing - Jon Wilson 208-1425 13TD.
Hugh Rolled 121.687 12TD. Ausen Welts
26450. Amen Hammonds 1347. Drew
Stephens 13-40, Jamie Ktng 12-59.
Tommy McIntosh 24. Roman Kelly 2-1.
-JOILKIR Gartand
Admin tkishoit 1-5.
Nathan Watson 1.2, Cale Hurt 3-11.
passing.
liolf274-3S4-3S6.2T15,
.0111* SuiPnens 1-3-025, Tayiot Pierce 0-1
4,Joe Benton 0-1-0.
Reisiving • Drew Stephens 6-77. Joe
Bisnion 1•151 TO. Joey Jackson 4-57,
:Wilor Pierce 3-27, Jon Wdon 5-54 Hugh
Roans 148.

AP

The Chicago White Sox celebrate after beating the Houston Astros 1-0 to win the
World Series Wednesday night in Houston. The White Sox won their first World
Series since 1917 by sweeping the Astros 4-0 in the best-of-seven series.

Sox win first title since 1917
— Now the Chicago
HOUSTON
-White -Sox are- champions-,--too;--just like The—
Boston Red Sox last year.
What's next' A Workl-Series flag-flying for
the Chicago Cubs over Wrigley Field?
For now, Chicago is overjoyed that the
White Sox became the latest long-suffering
team to celebrate a World Series championship
for the first time since World War I. beating the
Houston Astros 1-0 on Wednesday night for a
four-game sweep.
• "I hope the people are partying tonight."
catcher A.J. Pierzynski said. "I hope they don't
get too rowdy, hope they don't get into too
much trouble. but I hope they live it up and
party like it's 1917."
Just a year ago, the same story line'captivated baseball when the Red Sox swept St. Louis
and captured their first title in 86 years.

▪ See EVANS Page 2B

'Nova is choice in Big East;
UofL picked to finish 3rd

NEW YORK(AP) — Villanova, which returns five starters from
year's team that reached the third round of the NCAA tournalast
That leaves only one team with a similar
win the Big East this season by the
ThertibS, losers since - ___ment_waspicked_Wednesday_to
--epic streak of flififity
league's coaches.
1908.
The Wildcats received nine first-place votes, two more than
"The instant the Red Sax wan last year, L.
which has four starters back from last season's team
—Connecticut,
Sox
thought maybe we're next," said White
regular-season title.
the
for
tied
that
owner Jerry Reinsdorf, posing with the trophy.
"It is an honor being picked by coaches in a league like this."
cigar in mouth.
Villanova coach Jay Wright said."Now we have to go out and earn
The Windy City's White Sox hadn't won a
it.'
Series since 1917 and hadn't played in one
Louisville, one of the Big East's five new members that all
since 1959. Now, after an RBI single in the
from Conference USA, was third in the voting. The
moved
eighth by Series MVP Jermaine Dye and a
tied a school record with 33 wins last season when they
Cardinals
combined five-hitter by four pitchers, no longer
the Final Four.
to
advanced
will they be best remembered for Shoeless Joe
this is as good as it gets." Louisville coach
"Basketball-wise,
Jackson's Black Sox, who threw the 1919
Rick Pitino said. "The competition will be on the court and in
Series against Cincinnati.
recruiting and that's huge."
In the Second City, where the Cubs have
Syracuse was fourth, followed by West Virginia, Georgetown,
long been king. the AL South Siders for once
Pittsburgh. Notre Dame. Cincinnati. St. John's. DePaul, Marquette.
trumped their North Side NL rival, no small
Providence, Rutgers, Seton Hall and South Florida.
feat for the Sox.
Cincinnati, DePaul, Marquette and South Florida are the other
•
new members.

Managing editor ascends to top of Ledger picks race
FINALLY! I have ascended
back to my rightful perch atop
the heap that is our annual
picks contest. After a grueling
10 weeks(minus one bye
week), I have gone from my
initial week of 7-3 to back-toback weeks of 9-1 (curse those
Colonels!).
As many
of you who
follow the
Ledger &
Times picks
religiously
(and you
know.who
you are)
may recall.
County Lines yours truly
& City Limits and humbly
was tied last
By Eric
week with
Walker
Scott
Managing
Nanney, our
Editor
resident
sports editor
who is also known as "He Who
Worships At The Big Orange
Alter." We went neck-and-neck
with our picks until the final
matchup — Tennessee and
Alabama.
Scott stuck to his guns and
predicted a win for his valiant
Volunteers, knowing an entire
state was backing his vote. I. on
the other hand, dismissed a
lackluster performance a week
earlier by the Crimson Tide
against hapless Ole Miss and,
went the way paved by Paul '

O See PICKS Page 2B

The Games

LEMER&TIMES
2005 Pigskin
Prognostication
Contest

The Guys
MICHAEL DANN
LAST TIME
7-3
OVERALL
56-34

SCOTT NANNEY
LAST TIME
8-2
OVERALL
65-25

Nanney

I urray High at
Ohio County
Calloway County vs.
Madisonville
Fulton County at
Fulton City
Paducah Tilghman at
Hopkinsville
Graves County at
Marshall County
Ballard Memorial at
Mayfield
Hopkins Central at
Union County
Murray State at
Southeast Missouri
Kentucky vs.
Mississippi State
Louisville vs.
Pittsburgh

GUESTS
LAST TIME
6-4
OVERALL
60-32

ERIC WALKER
LAST TIME
9-1
OVERALL
66-24
.••••••.

Walker

Dann

Brockman

Ohio Co.

Murray

Ohio Co.

Ohio Co.

Madisonville

Calloway Co.

Calloway Co.

Calloway Co.

Fulton Co.

Fulton Co.

Fulton Co.

Fulton Co.

Paducah Tilghman

Paducah 'Tilghman

Hopkinsville

Hopkinsville

Marshall Co.

Marshall Co.

Marshall Co.

Marshall Co.

Mayfield

Mayfield

Mayfield

Mayfield

Hopkins Central

Hopkins Central

Hopkins Central

Hopkins Central

,
Murray State

Murray State

Murray State

Murray State

Mississippi State

Mississippi State

Kentucky

Kentucky

Louisville
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Louisville

Louisville
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Soxfans hit streets to celebrate title
CHICAGO (AP) — It was
party time for the Rev. Dan
Brandt.
When the Chicago White Sox
won the World Series. he bolted
from his office to ring the
church bells.
The team's theme song for
the 1959 World Senes appearance — "Let's Go Go Go White
Sox!" — already had been blaring for hours from a speaker at
the Naiivity of our Lord
Catholic Church in the heart of
the city's South Side.
-This is unreal, this is incred
ible, we're blessed," said
Bryant. as parishioners around
him, who had gathered to watch
the game. hugged and smiled.
Several. hours after . the win
Wednesday night. ths, church's
hells still clanged.
Firecrackers blasted, car
horns blared and fans flooded
into the streets of the Windy
City to celebrate the city's first
World Series championship
since 1917 2fter the White Sox
heat the Houston Astro% 1-0
Wednesday night. completing
the sweep.
scoreless
seven
Alter
innings. Series MVP Jermaine
Dye singled home Willie Harris
for the game's only run in the
eighth.
On a night when pitching
dominated. winner Freddy
Garcia and Houston's Brandon
Backe dueled through seven
innings- of shutout ball. with
Backe allowing four hits and
Garcia use. They each struck
out seven.
At the last out. fans who had
gathered to watch together at the'
United Center began jumping
and hugging. One man who
joined the throng screamed into

rivals.
"It's baseball history and it's
Chicago history." Manocheo
said. -The Cubs will never win,
I'm at peace with that," he said. •
- Even a 141-tehaet Jordan statue
outside the United Center sported a White Sox jersey.
Hundreds of people also
gathered in a parking lot outside
U.S. Cellular Field — home of
the White Sox — some smoking
cigars and sharing hugs.
-This is wonderful, it's a

dream come true." 31-year-old
Robert Cruz .said as he stood
with a soggy black White Sox
flag slung over his shoulder.
-2005 is the best year of my
• - •
lifer
• Along a residential street on
the city's South Side houses displayed White Sox flags and banners-next to the Halloween decorations.
Earlier Wednesday, Police
Superintendent Phil Cline said
sufficient forces would he avail-

able should any World Series
celebrations get out of hand.
The city wants to avoid a
repeat of incidents that followed
the Bulls' six straight NBA
elliunpionships, in 1992, after
the team's second title, more
than 340 bttsinesses were looted,
several fires were started and
cabs were overturned in violence that caused nearly $10
million in damages.
Police later said there were
no reports of major problems.

•Tigers ...

eyes: "We did it! We did it! We
did it!"
Audrey, Slanocheo, 14. and
Carrie Mason. 31. chose the
l'nited Center party as the scene
of their first date. One thing they
already had discovered they had
in common: They 're both Cubs
fans.
No matter - they still came
out to support their crosstown
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Insurance Agency
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AMERICAN CONFERENCE
East
L T Pct
W
3 3 0 500
New England
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2 4 0 .333
Miami
5 0 .286
2
N Y Jets
South
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4
2
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0
2
5
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0
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0
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2
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Payton Manning
One lesson your parents taught
you is ...
Always Be Nice
If a movie was to be made about
you, who would you like to portray you ...
Adam Sandler
Favorite Food ...
Steak
If you won the lottery, what is
the first thing you would buy ...
A Car
_
Favorite place you've been on
vacation ...
Panama City Beach

Mike Vandenagt
One lesson your parents taught
you is,,.
Be Respectful
If a movie was to be made about
you, who would you like to portray you ...
Johnny Knoxville
Favorite Food ...
EMT From Subway
If you won the lottery, what is
the first thing you would buy—
A Ford F-150
If you could take the field to any
song, what would it be ...
•
That Smelt
Favorite place you've been as
vacation ...
Panama City Beach
Compiled by Nnlysel Dam

Pet
714
.667
.333
.333

L T Pct
2
2

3 4
Sart Diego
it
Oakland
Last Week's Scores
Kansas City 30. Mieeti-20- - Indianapolis 38, Houston 20
St Louis 28, New Orleans 17

6-1.115• SI
you most like to
would
Who

do: they keep fighting and battling and keep scrapping, and
eventually they will make their
own luck."

7
4
2
0

North
W

Denver
Kansas City
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Who would you most like to

Tompilal ly Naafi Dawn

Indianapolis
Jacksonville
Tennessee
Houston

West
W

20

Stan* Awes
insurance

NATIONAL FOOTBALL LEAGUE STANDINGS

Cincinnati
Pittsburgh
Baltimore
Cleveland

RYAN NOLAND

.17

Nobody can protect your AtifQ
any better than we cant
211 S. 12th St. • Murray, KY • 753-3415
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From Page 1B
season, Russellville • will host
Crittenden County this week.
Still, Edwards doesn't know too
much about either school and
isn't particular about Murray
next opponent. In second- place
in the district behind Mayfield,
Murray will play the third-place
finisher in_ihe neighboring._
Second District.
"I don't know - much about
either school. I have seen neither
on film this year, and obviously
Friday night is going to be a
pretty good game — regardless
if You come in second inyour
district, you hope that your
opponent isn't going to be that
said.
Edwards
good."
"A'hicheYer team we get, they
are going to be good. Whoever
comes out of there as the third
seed,is going to be a very formidable opponent."
In last week's 31-22 win over
Fulton County, Edwards was
pleased with efforts on both
sides of the ball. Admittedly, he
said, the defense still made mistakes. hut he'll take those mis-takev-wheo the friu)k A.r.c playing
hard.
"The coaches and I were talking over the weekend about a
particular play where Fulton
County got it down deep. into
our own territory and theli They
ran the hall to our 2. Then, they
had a turnover." Edwards said.
"Someone said, *boy, we were
lucky.' I said. 'No .we weren't
lucky' That's what good teams

SCOREBOARD

0
0
0
0-

714
667
429
333

Detroit 13. Cleveland 10
Washington 52 San Francisco 17
Pittsburgh 27. Cincinnati 11
Philadelphia 20. Sari Diego 17
Minnesota 23. Green Bay 20
Seattle 13 Dallas 10
Chicago 10, Baltimore 6
Oakland 38. Buffalo 17
N V Giants 24 Denver 23
Arizona 20. Tennessee 10
Atlanta 27. N Y Jets 14

NATIONAL CONFERENCE
East
W IT Pct
4 2 0 667
Wasnington
4 2 0 .667
N Y Giants
4 2 0 .667
Philadelphia
3 0 571
4
Dallas
South
W LT Pet
1 0 .833
5
Tampa Bay
5 2 0 .714
Atlanta
4 2 0 .687
Carolina
2 5 0 286
New Orleans
North
W IT Pet
3 3 0 .500
Chicago
3 3 0 500
Detroit
2 4 0 333
Minnesota
5 0 167
1
Green Bay
West
Pet
5 2 0 714
Seattle
3 4 0 429
St LOUIS
2 4 0 333
Arizona
5 0 167
San Francisco

Sunday's Games
Chicago at Detroit. Noon
Arizona at Dallas. Noon
Oakland at Tennessee, Noon
Cleveland at Houston, Noon
Washington at N Y. Giants, Noon
Jacksonville at St. Louis Noon
Green Bay at Cincinnati, Noon
Minnesota at Carolina. Noon
Miami vs New Orleans at Baton
Rouge. La . 3.05 p.m.
Kansas City at San Diego, 3:05 p.m.
Philadelphia at Denver, 3:15 p.m.
Tampa Bay at San Francisco, 3:15 p.m
Buffalo at New England, 730 p.m.

"Bear" Bryant. And before sou
can say -Rammer Jammer Yella
lammer." the Tide had rolled
and
'I to a 6-3 V‘ in m.er
I had claimed the picks lead
There are many people to
thank for my rise to the tip
hut since 1 dini't u ant it, embar
lass anyone. I'll lust le.isc it ,lt
titat
So. Stittl

game tk.tood

me and can claim the clown
outright this week as 5; L' wrap
up the regular season ,4 high
school games and we Jose the
books on our 2005 prognostications And it he does. that's
tine. I e decided to go out
swinging. just like Key in
Costlier did in lin Cup. I'm
swinging tot the ISM green and
going out in a hlaie iii gli'r
Ball'
Murray High at
Ohio County
Tigers in this one.
mainly INA .1115e I (XI re, ,111 the

%%1111 the
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Monday's Game

•••

other Liberty players who are
considering Murray State as
before Brandon ever got here," their college choice, Williams
Williams claimed. 'They knew said_
about him when he was in North
"I've got one of the best junCarolina, so they've been in the ior classes in the state,"
picture since Day I.
Williams explained. -Murray
"I've been real impressed State is already looking at three
with Coach (Mick) Cronin and or four of those guys. ... If
(Chris) Brandon was on another team,
(assistant}.....Coach
Goggin. I think what swayed he could average around 30
Brandon to Murray State was points a game. With him averagthose two guys."
ing 1-8 points playing with those
Evans' commitment to the guys, that says a lot."
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Evaluation Dates
Kindergarten - 2nd Grade. Nov I from 7:00PM-8:00PM
3rd -4th Grade, Nov. 3 from 7:00PM-8:00PM
5th - 6th Grade, Nov.4 from 7:00-8:00

Poplar Spring Baptist Church

Kentucky vs.
Mississippi State
Ole Miss was a near miss for
UK-tast weekend as another
nail was driven into the coffin
of Wildcat coach Rich Brooks.
The Rebels are woeful (maybe
they should be Woe Miss?), but
Kentucky certainly cemented
itself as the worst team in the
SEC. But, Mississippi State
isn't too far behind.
Still, the Bulldogs' losses are
to the SEC elite (i.e. Auburn,
Georgia, LSU, Florida).
Kentucky's losses are to
Louisville, Indiana, South
Carolina ... you get the picture.
I'm almost writing myself away
from my first choice here. But
considering it's homecoming at
Lexington, that HAS to spur on
the Big Blue to win one for the
Richer ... right? ... Wildcats.
Ball!
Louisville vs. Pittsburgh
A week away. I was almost
planning on heading up the WK
and 1-65 to see this battle take
place first-hand. But that was in
the preseason, when talk was
this would be the showdown for
the Big East. So much for that.
Louisville disappeared off
everyone's radar after their
flub-up in South Florida, while
Pitt tanked right for the opening
kickoff.
What could have given the
Big East a solid leg to stand on
football-wise, it is now looking
like the conference is living up
to its new nickname."The Big
Least." Oh, I forgot. A pick
here. ... Cards.
And the crowd goes wild!!!
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COLLEGE FOOTBALL
6:30 p.m
ESPN - Boston College at Virginia
Tech

GOLF
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TGC - Nationwide Tour. Nationwide
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year's event and anticipated an even greater parade this year.

See sawinl Lumberjack
Challenge is here this weekend
By GREG TRAVIS
Staff Writer
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of money on equipment for
competition. "Participants will
bring their own equipment that
they have set up or sharpened
just to their particular preferences. They will have a saw for
each kind of wood - one for
poplar, one for gum, one for
pine."
Duncan said all leg, eye and
hearing protection will be pro:
vided for the audience participation portion of the event.
Participants Scan also bring their
own protection, she said.
There will be a $5 entry fee
per event for competitors, but
admission to the event is free to
the public. Cash and prizes will
be awarded to the top finishers
and Kentucky State Rules will
apply.
For more information contact
Dan or Melissa Duncan at 759,2267 or visit www. kentuckylumberjack.com.
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IMSDABC,Daysof

recent competition.
Wisconsin, a world record holder in the Single Buck category.
Duncan said there will also
be a performance during the
intermission by Ed's Tall Timber
Show from Branson. Mo. She
said they will display their speed
talents and talk to youngsters.
Approximately 50 competitors are expected to participate
in Saturday's event. She said
they would be representing such
states as Kentucky, West
South
Indiana.
Virginia,
Carolina, Tennessee. Missouri.
Ohio and Wisconsin.
will
Local competitors
include Dan Duncan. Kentucky
State Lumberjack Champion,
and Trice Dunn. Both men are
from Dexter. Duncan recently
won the title at the Kentucky
Wood Expo in London and
Dunn captured second place.
She said competitors take the
sport very seriously. often
spending considerable amounts
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Dan Duncan, Kentucky State Lumberjack Champion. at a
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The parade will feature bands from Murray and Calloway County, floats, special
Auxiliary units, veterans and more. Also scheduled will be a special ceremony on
the court square. A military exhibit at the Calloway County Public Library is planned
throughout the month of November. The veterans reported a great turnout for last
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Calloway County Courthouse Wednesday morning to announce the upcoming
Veterans Day Parade scheduled for Friday, Nov. 11, at 4 p.m. in downtown Murray.
All Calloway County veterans are urged to show up and march. Rides in the parade
will be available for all veterans who need them. Participants in the parade will
begin lining up at 3:30 p.m. at Memorial Baptist Church at 10th and Main streets.
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GREG TRAVIS/Ledger & Times Photo
Members of the Veterans of Foreign Wars VFW Post # 6291 (from left) Daythel
Turley, VFW Post commander; David. Foley, VFW Post vice commander; Harold
Pond, VFW Post trustee; and James Daniels, VFW Post trustee, gathered at the
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The Kentucky Lumberjack
Challenge will be held Saturday.
Oct. 29. at Murray's Central
Park Amphitheater area from
10:30 a.m. to 4 p.m., according
to Mae Flint. interim executive
director of the Murray Tourism
Commission.
Flint said the event is free to
the public and a large crowd is
expected to attend."There we be
several national champions
attending to compete in the competition, and there will be some
audience participation activities,
too."
This will be the first year for
the event to be held in Murray,
although it has been held for the
_past five years in Aurora, she
--noted. Scheduling eonfliets with
shows in other states forced the
show to be moved.
Melissa Duncan and her husband. Dan, decided a few years
back to start the local competition while driving to another
event. "We were going to other
shows and other competitions
and staying on the road a lot.
One day while we were driving
we decided we would just start a
competition in this area."
Duncan stated.
Upon arriving home, she said
she started making telephone
calls to various companies to be
sponsors and the response was
overwhelming. "Everyone just
flew right in there and worked
with us," she recalled.
This year's event will feature
a wide • array of categories,
including two new ones. Duncan
pointed out.
Included among the areas of
competition will be: Ax Throw:
Single Buck; Open Stock Saw
(several divisions); Standing
Block Chopping; Underhand
Chopping; Women's Underhand
Chopping; Open Hot Saw; Two
Person Cross Cut; Jack and Jill
Cross Cut; and the Husqvama
Stock Saw, New Saw.
There will also be an
Audience Only Ax Throw competition for members of the public who would like to participate, she said.
"There will be plenty of
excitement in the air." Duncan.
said. "This event is similar to
many that we watch on television. It's just so much more
exciting to watch it in person."
She said that on several occasions she has seen people come
out of the audience and beat the
regular competitors. "It's all
about operator skills," she
noted.
Duncan pointed out that competitors may range in age from
10-years-old to their late 60s.
"We're seeing more women taking part in the competition, too,"
she said.
In addition to the age span.
competitors are also from a wide
range of backgrounds. "Some
are full-time competitors, others
are students, one is a former
baseball player and one woman
is a chemist." she said.
Among those scheduled to be
in Murray Saturday will be
world record holder Arden
"Jamie" Cogar, a member of the
U.S. Ax Man's Team, Jim
Bascio, renowned competitor
Nancy Zalewski of
and
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NOTICE OF APPRENTICESHIP
OPPORTUNITY

GYMNASIUM IIVAC RENOVATION
CALLOWAY COUNTY HIGH SCHOOL
MURRAY.KENTUCKY
INVITATION FOR BIDS
The Calloway County School Board of Education will, receive
bids for the construction of the referenced project as described
herein and per the Contract Documents.
• *
Generally, the project consists of the installation of two new
gas/packages HVAC units, along with new ductwork and gas
piping.
Major divisions of work include, but are not limited to: mechanical and electrical.
Sealed bids will be received until 2:00 p.m. C.S.T. on the 10th
day of November, 2005 at the Calloway County Board of
Education, Board Room, 2110 College Farm Road, Murray,
Kentucky at which time and place.bids will be publicly opened
and read aloud.
Contract Documents are on file at the office of the Engineer,
Marcum Engineering, LLC, 500 South 17th Street, Paducah,
Kentucky and the Calloway County Board of Education office
Copies of the construction documents will-be available October
27, 2005 and may be obtained at Paducah Blueprint, Inc. by
depositing $50.00 i per complete set) made payable to: Paducah
Blueprint, Inc. The deposit will be refunded for the return of
complete sets lin usable condition) within ten 110) days after the
bid opening. NO REFUNDS WILL BE MADE AFTER THE TEN
'a
110) DAY RETURN PERIOD.
A Pre-Bid meeting will be held at the project site on November
2, 2005 at 1:00 p.m. C.S.T.
Bids shall be submitted with a bid bond, payable to Calloway
County Board of Education, in an amount equal to five percent
5'41 of the total hid. A certified check or bank draft will be
allowed in lieu -of the Bid Bond.
The successful bidder will be required to furnish and pay all fees
for satisfactory Performance and Payment Bonds per the
Contract Documents.
No bid shall be withdrawn for a period .of thirty 130) days after
the bid opening The Calloway County Board . of Education
reserves the right to reject any or all bide, and to waive any
informalities in the hidding.

;OMPANY launches
mew product Free promotional facials Make
ippointment
(270)748-6277
FREE
tax
school
Register now Courses
start soon 753-7650
Small fee for books
HALLOWEEN
Professional
Face
Painting.
Safer than a mask-and
looks like the real thing'
Anithing
goes'
Hypoallergenic 'Carl
767-1800 for appointment

FULL OR PART time
housekeeping Murray
Plaza, Hotel Apply in
person after 6 OOPM
HIRING experienced
sheet metal workers
and laborers Apply at
Southern Sheet Metal
406 Industrial Rd
Murray 753-1404
IES has openings for
outside sales and part
time receptionist Call
(270)362-8100

JANITORIAL
Mitch Murch s
Maintenance
Management Co is
currently hiring in the
NOWT forming Monday
Murray, Kentucky area
night 8 Ball league at
for the following posi
Breaktime
Billiards
lions
141 1
•Supervisor ,
Total responsibility for
all aspects of management at this industrial
facility looking for highly motivated individual
with strong communication skills both with
customers and employees Prior industrial
and
housekeeping
experience preferred
.
General Cleaners
Hinng assistant
Health
insurance
kitchen manager
401k & other benefits
111p1 Mon-Thurs
Many hourly incentive
alter 2PM 31 (ilt) N
programs
Complete
training available
•
I 2th Suret. Mun-a
•All applicants must
present police backApple — Cafe
BIG
ground checks at time
kitchen help needed
Apply in person 1005 of interview (no exceptions)
Arcadia Circle
Call Mary Monday
earn
DANCERS
$1.000. weekly, The through Friday 9 00am.
3 00pm to set up inter
Purple Building 270view Ask for Mary at
759-2153
317-241-4674
Of
270-293-2069
LOCAL trucking com(270)534-0333 after
pany looking for doe
5P6.4
ers
Full-time
part
SAFETY --advisors
time and 0,0 We
$2500 month manager
offer excellent miles
trainees $3000 month
excellent home
Company wilt train Call
and an excellent pa,
M-F 9am 1 pm only, 1
package Call
800-578-8799
270-759-5540 for more
POSITtONS Available
info
Persons needed to preMEDICAL oftic,
pare
income
tax
LPN yeah of/Ice
Seasonal once for pleasant busy
returns
empioyment we will
MD office Competitive
train Call 753-9204 cw
salary Call Wendy
437-4S31
527-2560

F.

010
020
025
030
050
060
010
070
060
100
110
120
130
140
150
155
160
165
100
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CLASSIFIEDS

MODELS Wanted
Local AN shop needs
2 models for part-time
work Must be at least
18 years old
(270)293-1731.
(270)492-8188 after
6 OOPM
NEWSPAPER carrier
needed in Murray.area
Call Lisa at Paducah
Sun 270-575-8792
NOW hi-rim" for all
shifts Apply in person at Sonic, 217 S.
1211, St Murray. No
phone calls, please.
PART time help needed Flexible hours For
more
call
info
(270)366-6641
PART-TIME position for
LPN Certified Medical
Assistant or medical
assistant with clinical
experience
Hours
would be from 13AM12 30PM Extra hours
would be available
when covering for
vacations and illnesses Please apply be
resume only including
references to
Richard H Crouch
MD
300 South 8th Street
301E
Murray. KY
42071
POSTAL JOBS
$1522 to $21 62 hr
now hiring For application and free government job info, call
American Association
of Labor
1-913-599-8042
24
hours
Employment
service
THE Shed Restaurant
open Nov 1 at 11 00
AM Servers & cooks
wanted 437-4263

The Joint Apprenticeship and Training
Committee for the Electrical Industry is
accepting applications for apprenticeship on the first Friday of each month
between the hours of 10:00 a.m. and 6:00
p.m. and on the Saturday following the
first Friday between the hours of 8:00
a.m. and 11:00 a.m. at the I.B.E.W. Local
816 J.A.T.C. Office, 2110 Shade Tree
Drive, Paducah, KY 42003.

A TRIBUTE TO VETERAN'S DAY
November 11, 2005

All applicants will be received without
regard to age, race, color, religion,
national origin or sex. Each applicant
must meet all basic requirements to be
eligible for an interview. Requirements
are: 17 years of age 118 at time of indenture), high school graduate or GED or
Associates Degree, active drivers license,
birth certificate and proof of one full
credit in Algebra 1. Applicants have 60
days from date of application to supply
required information. Applicants will be
seleaedin crrder oftheir ranking result=
ing from rating by interviewers.

your space today!
In Memory of
Orval Brown
Corporal - Army Air
Corp WWII
1943-1945
We are proud of your
service to our country
Love,
Your-Family

Only $11 per spot • tone person per photo, 20 word limit)
Double spots: $18• 140 word limit)

Immediate opening for a full time
customer service/clerical position
in a fast-e.aced office environment. Applicant must be dependable and possess good phone.
organizational, computer and people skills.
Send resume to:
P.O. Box 1040-T,
Murra,KY 42071
PRN position for LPN.
Certified
Medical
Assistant or medical
assistant with clinical
experience Covering
for vacations and illnesses Ability to work
on short notice a plus
Please
apply
by
resume only including
references to
Richard H Crouch
MD
300 South 8th Street
Suite 301E. Murray.
Kentucky. 42071

TRAASPORT DRI1LR
ST('in Pamir Al. Ifits a for
openorts for tampon driven
Nast kw 01-HaNat
Offerixt «alloy pat.
bowfin aid coxvritn. last
I arty try mgt. (all iris
415444 or toll Irrt 1-801941-1209 or ilektwar.ton
far

t Moils on kit*

DormeMieliCMdcare
I have one opening for
housecleaning
Will
clean rentals also
Refiexp 436-6183 or
293-6331
MIRACLES
Detail
housecleaning
and
construction clean up
26 years experience
References If interest
ed. please call
767-9428
NEED your home or
business cleaned'? Call
Teresa 489-2957 or
227-8380
WILL clean before and
after renters. sale of
home, remodeling, new
construction, kit, bath,
etc
windows.
Experienced- Valerie
436-5914

Adecco
'WE flailltOrlapre PEOPLE
We will be at the Murray Unemployment Office
Jr) Thursday. October 27th. from 8 a m -4 30
p m accepting applications for temporary positrons in the Murray area 1st. 2nd. and 3rd
shifts To be considered, please bring docui-nentabon to prove identity and legal nght to
work in the US Drug test required.
Questions Please call 800-403-9970
EOE
kol/PDA/

Deadline: Monday, November 7th at 5:00 p.m.
Bnng payment
,
-.....-..pe during
office hours IMon Fn 7 30AM 5 OOPM) to 1001 Whitnell Avenue in Murray or mail to
Murray Ledqp, ar 1-IrTIPS Arn C'assilleds PO Bo. 1040 Murray. KY 42071

PLEASE PRINT
Your Name
Address
In Honor/In Memory (circle one/
Rank
Branch of Service

HOUSE cleaning and
dinner started for the
busy working women
who needs the extra
time for their families
Call 767-1800

Computers
COMPAQ computer
keyboard & mouse
mghz
900
Athlon
Windows
Processor
98 OS. 128 meg Ram
$230 753-8630

150
Articles
For Sale
CINDERELLA
prom
dresses 1 size 4 yellow. 1 size 8 blue $150
each 270-492-8614

H 0 Trains' Top qualiMDM COMPUTERS
ty. reasonably priced
A+ Certified Technician
Must see to appreciate
Spyware removal
759-3483
759.3556
FREE
4-room satellite system. DVF1, & HD
upgrades Get the first
month of programming
ANTIQUES/OLD stuff
We buy 1 or all Cal FREE plus 23 movie
channels FREE for 3
Larry at 753-1633
months Call Beasley
BUYING iunk cars.
759-0901 or
trucks, tractors and
877-455-0901
metal boats. 436-5235
HD Televisions
CASH paid for
Come by 500 North 4th
good. used guns
Street. Murray & see
Benson Sporting
our large selection of
Goods. 519 S 12th,
TVs All the newest
Murray
technology like DLP
USED carpeting, elec- LCD. Plasma & Rear
tric baseboard heaters Projection from JVC.
refrigerators, air condi- LG. RCA. Toshiba &
tioners. stoves and Zenith from 20- to 65'
doors. 753-4109
We also have home
WANT to buy Junk Car theater systems &
and Trucks Call (270) entertainment centers
474-2540 or 293-6199 Beasley 759-0901 or
877-455-0901
So, days a week
NASCAR collection
150
759-1457
Articles
DIRT DADDY'S
For Sad
10X16 Eagle barn with
loft, $1.000
8x12
Eagle building $600
270-293-5287

TOP SOIL
Grave. & White rock also
Call Terrell Tidwell

753-9075

227-2193
16 f1
trailer with
brakes. $800 0130
USED wast,er Jryer
Kenmore dehumidifier
$325
Powerwheels
BTU small
35.000
$50
VW Bug $75
Kenmore garage fur753-8000
Miller
nace. $100
WHITE satin wedding
welder. $250 1963
dress
w/
capped
Seeburg juke box.
sleeves size 16, $200
$500 492-8035
Call
270-753-6909
500 gal propane tank after 5PM
with regulator New
condition $650 Call
436-5330
500 LP gas tank. 350
Chevy motor & trans
utility trailer 753-6012
CARO-MATE enclosed
trailer. 6412. single
axle, only used 3times
brand new. $2.800
270-293-4439

Ma- -

Large Selection
USED

Form Equipment
2005 Kubota mode
7510 4x4. Hst & powe
steering 44 hrs w/4ft
bushog, $8,400
293-2696
210
Firewood
SEASONED firewood
$50 a rick delivered
$40 you pick up
(270)527-8368

COMPLETELY set up
1 12 acre. $12.500
753-6012

2005 CLOSE OUTS
Singlewides
and
Doublewides - Buy
today
and
save
S1.000 s WE OWN
THE BANK - Call today
at 731-6424438
20
REPOS
TO
CHOOSE FROM, SINGLES & DOUBLES!!:
Come pick out yours
today" 731-584-9430
JUST ANNOUNCED:
$O down available on
repos' No money clown
& save thousands, Call
now' 731-584-9109
LAND HOME PACKAGES, MOVE
IN
TODAY All areas or
bnng your deed for $O
down' 731-584-4926
NEED to move' 1980
14x70
Countrywide
3BR 2BA Make a reconable offer 489-2730
205-5907
3t-.)R
REDUCED
mobile home and lot
$15,500 753-6012
SINGLE AND DOUBLEWIDES
Bring
your deed - That s all
you need - New Used
and Repo's - Call today
It 731-642-6447

APPLIANCES
Ward-Elkins
on the square
753-1713

1111111111111111111111111

TAKE YOUR PICK
Need 5 Bedrooms and
3 Baths or how about 4
Bedrooms
and
2
Baths'? Both pnced in
the 550's Call
731-642-6438 today,'

LOTS for rent
753-9866
320
Apsrtments For Rent
1 and 2 BR furnished
apts Coleman RE
759-4118
1 BR, 1 year old, no
pets $300
deposit (205)361-4763
(334)419-6066
1 OR 2br apts near
downtown
Murray
starting at S200/mo
753-4109
1, 2 3 apts 753-1252
or 753-0606
1,2. & 3BR apts available Please call
753-8221
1704-A Oakhill 2BR,
1BA, C/1-1/A, all appliances. $435 a month,
lease & deposit. No
pets 767-0884.
226-9566
.1BR 1 bath washer &
dryer, $335
•2BR 1 Bath apt, kt,
appliances. w/d, $425
•1BR. 1 bath, with
study. wid. $350
753-7559
18R apt available, all
appliances furnished
Mur-Cal Realty
753-4444
1BR some utilities paid
no pets 767-9037
1BR. all appliances.
Oaks Apts . starting at
S250 Coleman RE
759-4118
1BR-4BR apartments
Ask about move in free
days Coleman RE
759-4118
2 bedroom all appliances,
Cambridge
area 293-6968

2BR. 1BA, $290 1102
Pogue Street/207 S
11th St., 753-3415
2BR, central gas heat
central air $275 and
up, some with new carpet Coleman RE
759-4118
4BR, 2 bath, all appliances, central H/A
Reduced
rates
Coleman RE 759-4118
DUPLEX: 907 North
20th. 3BR. 2 5 bath
with garage $725 mo
All appliances
293-9970
FORREST
View
Apartments 1213 N
16th St . now accepting
applications for 1br
apt, basic rent $330/
month Call 753-1970
Leave Message
LARGE 3BR located
across from MSU,
available
November
1st 759-5885 or
293-7085
LIVE Oat( Apts.
Newly Remodeled
1BR $29000
2BR $340 00
3BR $425 00
$100 deposit special
for qualified applicants
Office hours 8-2
Mon-Fri
Call today for appointment
753-8221
NICE 2BR duplex
753-7457 or 436-6357
RED OAKS APTS.
Special
$100 Deposit
1BR From $280
2BR From $325.
Call Today!
753-8668.
SMALL 1BR, no pets
water paid 753-5980
VERY roomy. 2t)r.
2 bath, garage. C/H/A
All appliances, 1 year
lease, 1 month deposit
no pets 753-2905

111

1102
)7 S
5
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ESTATE AUCTIAIN
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Saturday, Oct. 29, 2005•10:00 a.m.

Nice old thread 0.N.T cabinet old straight chairs - old washboard Murray Milk Products Company old ioctal ice box - old J H. Churchill
Funeral Home thermometer - Phone 7 - old kerosene lamps - treadle
sewing machine with box that lifts oft tor cos er - handpanned table lamps
- McCoy pieces - lots of old glass & china - milk cans - coffee grinder old meat grinder - old tea pitcher - old baskets - stone jugs,jars & old flat
irons - old lamp tables - old canning jars - old books - old pictures &
frames - old flat top trunk - old cloth seed sacks with writing on side - cotton bats - old kerosene lantern with star - nice antique 3 piece bedroom
suite - old china - Bisc & Companion dolls - metal toys - old Bible - what
not & what not items - set of horse bookends - metal blade fans - hen on
nest - hanging mirror - old chalk pieces - ladies purses. shoes & hats - old
hand-stitched quilts - floor lamp - red vase - pink powder dish - old advertising fans - another old 3 piece bedroom suite - feather beds - Hull mantel vase- old dresser set - set of dog bookends - box of old aprons - dust
bonnets - silk scarves - Swan vase - old Seth Thomas kitchen clock - old
dresser with bevel mirror - old high headboard bed - a fine old Victrola very old records - old straight razors & pocket knives - 2-door metal cabinet - electric cook stove - F.F. refrigerator - old butcher knives - wood wall
pocket - old table & chairs of the 50's - dough rollers - metal kitchen stool
- nice old tin door pie efe 7 cast iron items - flatware - old German harmonica - costume jewelry pink & green dishes - old vegetable bowls table cloths = walking sticks - fox horn - wood butter paddle - wood butter
mold - old cabinet radio - old library table - old oak twin bed with roll footboard - old 5 dozen egg crates - one-eyed cook stove - churn lid & dasher
- old Jenny Lind type bed - nice old wood breakfast set - old flat foot and
headboard bed - free standing radio cabinet - very old spoke wheel red
wagon - old quilt box - old paper shotgun shells - quilting frames - old
crackling mashers - cow bells - old harvest table - meat saw - Ashley heating stove - granite pieces - small counter scales - metal lawn chairs - garden tiller - lawn mower - wheelbarrow - lot of cut tire wood - 1,879 twenty dollar gold piece - also a 2 1/2 ounce gold piece 1861 date - 1977 Impala
car with 43,xxx actual miles, bought new by Mr. & Mrs. Belcher. super
nice 801 Ford Powermaster tractor - nice 10' Krouse disc - double roller
cultipacker - lift pole - 7' M.F. cycle mower - J.D. two row planter - 3 pt.
post hole digger - 5' rotary cutter - 3 pt. seeder - 3 pt. pond scoop - 3 pt.
cultivator - 2-3 bottom plows - 2 rubber tired wagons - nice corn or bale
hay elevator - lot of rough sawed lumber - burlap feed sacks - Beam scales
- hay hooks - house screw jacks - wash kettles - horse drawn tools - 3 pt.
disc - 3 pt. blade - other items not listed.
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PUBLIC AUC.IITICIN
ANTIQUES & COLLECTOR ITENIS
Tuesday, Nov.'1, 2005•10:00 a.m.
At the Dan Miller Auction Barn at Lynn Grove. KY. From
Mayfield, KY take Hwy. 121 South through Coldwater, turn south
onto Hwy. 1836, follow to auction. From Murray. KY take
Hwy. 94 West to Lynn Grove, turn onto Hwy. 893.
Follow to auction. Watch for auction signs "
Oak chest of drawers - walnut ladies desk - green corner cabinet - big wood
tool box - picture frames - big Pepsi clock - oak wall telephone - Griswold
deep skillet & lid - big trunk - oak dresser base - 2 dressers, I walnut - walnut wardrobe w/drawers - rockers - baker's rack - glass ball foot oak organ
stool - drop leaf - kitchen tables - 50's wood & metal stools & metal
kitchen cabinets - treadle sewing machine - fancy walnut lamp table &
magazine rack - drop front walnut desk - washstands - bookcases - oak
chestuf drawers-white chest - small primitive table - chandeliers tierdrog
& otlierS-- White WitXer desk - corner shelf & coffee table - outdoor picket fence bench - old tall concrete lantern Lawn Boy - old red painted pieces
- cedar & brass bucket - lots of lamp tables, oak & pine- fern stands - cash
register - half oak bed - section of old iron fence - wall curio cabinet - new
stack bookcase - round iron patio table, oak top & 2 iron chairs - curio cabinet w/glass shelf - small glass shelf - Primitive showcase - tin door &
sides tall pie safe - wood jewelry case w/drawers - painted school desk kerosene lamps - lot of wall pictures, some antique - Vintage clothes - pink
& green depression glass - carnival glass - lot of 50's kitchen items - Royal.
Copley - Bavarian china - other old glass & china - red & white graniteware - blue granite - old quilts - crochet & linens - DX gas sign - Phillips
66 sign - 7-Up sign - Pepsi & Coca Cola clocks - Pepsi cap sign - other old
signs - small Coke advertising items - and much more.,
Auction held rain or shine. Vol responsible for accidents. Dirt( h available
\III LER 435-4144 I/ \RRE1,1.111., \ NE 435-4420
TERRY
PASCHALL 767-9223 liCti IONFFIRS
Licensed & Bonded in K1' & 'Tenn. #128I Firm 2333
"th Service Doesn't Ont. Ii Pap"

EII1JINII
ABSCOIL1LTIM AlLJCICICOPII
NO MINIMUMS!! NO RESERVATIONS!!
Saturday, New. 1211i, At 12:00 Moon
4122 Swan Road Near Murray, Kentucky
From Murray Take Hwy 94W 8 Miles To Howard Rd. Turn Left Proceed South 1 Vie
To Swan Rd. Turn Right And Proceed West 1.2 Miles! From Mayfield. Take Hwy
121N Past Farmington 1 Mile To Beech Grove Rd, Follow Beech Grove Rd 7 Miles!
ei1P

..)

1E112 Arkiic or

Ire IF. Tr.acts. Arad Ira Conntainaticaus
Centrally Located For Murray Or Mayfield "East Of liwyt4"
Good Productive Farmland - Fences - Lake - Barns & More!
• I'

A

,
.. „.

1.734 Acres riff3stelully Decorated Brick Home
Three Bedrooms.Two Baths. Including
A Master Suite- w/Jacuzzi & Nice Closets
Family Room • Open Dining • Great Kitchen
Wonderful Walk In Pantry • Laundry Room
'I 11,...
New Tile And Hardwood Floors
Upstairs With Bonus Room Potential
•-•• • .-- - - -• Central System • New Concrete Patio
Small Barn- A Wonderful Setting!
S 1i .11y 4tipu1ii.tiotilet

Year
posit

Personal Properly - Solid cherry 3 pc bedroom suites(2)• antique china cabinet Duncan-Phyte styled
tables (3) • various antique lamps • RCA console T.V. • antique cherry drop leaf table with (6) chairs in
the ''Harp" style old marbles • Victorian styled sofa coffee table 'pair of wooden shoes • Duratene
silver-plate flatware in cabinet • Rogers silver-plate flatware in cabinet /Daffodil pattern) • unique serving tray with (6) glass tumblers
antique oak dining table with (6) chairs • many pieces of
"Independence Ironstone" • (8) place setting -Flintridge• china • numerous pieces of milk glass • old
hand-held school bell • small rocker recliner • sofa'upholstered rocker • wooden rocking chair •
microwave oven • microwave stand'vintage metal stools with vinyl seats (2)• bedroom suit with full
bed'cedar chests (2) • hand sewn quilts (4)• vintage "Silvertone" in wood cabinet • old upholstered
wing back chair • milk glass punch bowl & 12 cups with glass ladle • many collectibles & knick-knacks
'assorted cookware • -Hull" vase • vintage salt & pepper shakers collectible toothpick holders(woodpecker) picture frames • old playing cards & games (Bingo &,Aggravation) • vintage "Singer" sewing
machina with table large gold framed mirrors (2) • "Shawnee.
'bowl • many items of collectible glassware * set of very old crystal glasses (3 sizes)'"Fiesta ware" pitcher & (6) glasses • assorted end
tables • chairs'many vintage linen pieces porcelain doll'toaster'stand mixers(2) and many more
items too numerous to mention!

w....1a Erre ie.es la-4c AIMS- IFR w'Celina NU

28R large lot. 711
Payne St $395/mo
435-4602. 293-4602
3BR, 2 bath, Camelot
Subdivision Available
immediately
$750
month (270)435-4602.
293-4602

5BR, 28A on quiet
near
street
MSU.
Central gas/ heat & air
Appliances furnished
Deposit & references.
5.595 Call 753-1059
No pets

2000 Nissan Xterra,
red, 4x4, automatic,
57,000, I00.xxx TAOS.
436-2448

18 acre horse
farm. 38R,3BA.
8 stall barn with
attached indoor
arena. \lust see!
• 1270489.2195

1994 4 wheel drive
Ford Explorer exceltent condition

BEAUTIFUL 2 600
Sq Ft new Brick home
wet acres more acres
available w/barn.
4br. 2 1/2 bath.

Call 293-7354
293-4627

3 bedroom. 2 bath brick
home on 2 acres. New
dual
fuel
system.
$110,000. Call
270-753-8102

OPEN HOUSE - SUNDAY, OCTOBER 23ND

- 411

n11•11

I 11

2:00 - 4:00PM •

'it( 1111\ SI RN it

1)01.11-.1) 'ii I RBI I 1 11.1.11 NI
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35 55 NE: %1 II Nit )N 11, 1-18 I'iii- Ititt )1s. R
VW I V\ RI)
Rt.
% 11 EN. K'. 42025
2711-7113.44/010 ItI'..i- K
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Itl51 131 11/
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131411.1C AUCTION
--SATURDAY,NOV.5,2005•10:00 a.m.
Buchanan,-TW:•-301- Clierflkeirtitts-1)r-i
From Paris. TN take Hwy. 79 N. to Paris I
turn left on Hwy. 119 go approximately 6
turn left on Cherokee Hills Dr. From Murray, K
take Hwy. 121 South approximately 15 miles k.
Cherokee Hills Dr.
Selling restaurant, consiruaion andfarm equipmrn;
for Carlton tartan.
(For pictures/more details visit our website:
www.dougtaylorauction.comI
is iii ii t(NII

FOR MORE INFORMATION
CONTACT:

511
1-11.

h
5111. M

Doug Taylor Auction Service
lour 1uctioneer& Kral F....tair Iltrukrr
2110 tdkins In.' Pur,rar. r 3825I •1731)247-37S4
lined I.nliir. turtioneer/Rrthor• Tn. I.k. #21127
'Isl 1k.iRP72119• Firm #17112
.tre Betteringhtr Wade tut t•

Storer Roles

MURRAY Store and
Lock presently has
units available
753-2905 or 753-7536

'All Size Units
Available
*Now Have
Climate Control
753-3853

PR(11.1 kr% 1.15FIN1;

t ULM EOL IPMENT W ILL SELL FIRS!:
1486 IH tractor wicab, dual remotes l)17 AC ltActoi 4. so/
Powennager tractor + Case IH 1250 gnnder mixer whkal, •
Galion grader v./Cummins diesel + Komatsu PC 50L1L1 utak
2514 his, 1989 F250 Foul, ext. cab. 5 speed. 4X4 + 1978 I Ranger Explorer. gin. auto. + 1981 Chevy Sihrermlo. 4 d •
Camper Special. 3+3. auto + 1995 Toyota Corolla. 4 door. at.
26 ft. Low Boy trailer + Arco New Idea baler 565 + New Hi
grain wagon. Mdl 1000 + Jerry K Brown custom hitch h
wagon I extra Mee.
t Gehl Grain Buggy. Mdt. 910 Gehl:•
mower conditioner + Swan goose neck trader. tfearattir.e I (
-bevy C60. V(.4s2 w/I4 ft twin hoist grain bed + 957tH1
S1700. diesel, 55.2 whiump + Gehl 10602 row silage cutter +
°ratline 750, diesel w/6 row corn head. New Holland Di,hi
411 + 1975 Chevy C60. V14. 452 kig truck + JD 1311 wheel
+ 20 tt enclosed gooseneck trailer + JD 71110. 6 row di-.
60.000 lbs shop press a catch chute +(.5)uaikr1)pc calf to- •
+ 1500 gal. water heater + 3 pt seeder. Mdl.:INK/ « Super Rh h.
500 Arts-Way Mfg. Co tub style mixer a horse drawn equip!,
- plows - cultivator - hay rake a 16 ft. NIP Bass boat svrh
Mercury motor & trailer a Ragstaft by Cobra pop-up carms•
15 commercial trot lines %/boxes & 12 commercial fish
Holland gas gnIl and much more
BFSTAtiRANT EQUIPMENT. Hke.kft
Fhir •
Mass- hamburger maker + Hobart meat grinder. 11d1 4,
meat saw. Mdl. 3334 Inc. + New Liner Pepsi machil
der + gainless table +1611-moths + table & chairs +sii h
s sink. 3 holes + Eubanks cooling system + 31 buffet scr,
s 8'x12' + stainless) drawer Mewl warmer + glass from •.
ctmler + gainless trays. poi, St 'pans + Curtis ('oflee SI
inable stainless salad bar • stainless pirra pans
' coffee pot a TN'S lie cream maker, .S sersers tete,
Moon, + new can lights + light fixtures• glasses & cur.
baskets and man)Mae miscellaneous items
's, h Responsible Re Accidents
Lunch ANitii. •
,
TERMS & CONDITIONS OE PERSON Al PROPERT)
Complete settlement day of auction Payable in C55I1
CASHIER'S CHECK. or PERSONAI CHECK with Ct RRENT
BANK LETTF:R OF CREDIT guararmeing pagnent. made to
Doug Taylor Alleti00 Sen ice required by All. persons not personally known by the auction company

Houses For Rent

NEON BEACH
MINI-STORAGE

Storage Rentals
PREMIER
MINISTORAGE
.Inside climate control
storage
*Security alarmed
*Safe & clean
*We sell boxes'
•We rent U-Hauls
753-9600

PARIS, TN Best loca
hon, court square. wes
side. 2 story. 2,500
sq.ft,
floor
per
(270)489-2116 leave
message.

707 South 12th Street
South Center. 700.
1.000. 1,200 sq.tt.
Available
in
September
Phone
753-1252: 753-0606
SMALL office with
bathroom in downtown
Free parking
759-0997, 293-5211

Commerical Prop. For Rent
,
COMMERCIAL or retail
750 up to 3.000 sq. ft
C/G/I-1,
restrooms.
plenty
of
parking.
excellent location near
Judicial building. 404 N
4th St. complex.
759-3772.
VERY large warehouse
on approximately 3
acres. Office space. 2
bathrooms, equipped
with gas heat, air
hookup, steel hoist
beam, great lighting.
extra large overhead
doors, excellent location. Call 753-2905 or
29-8595.
380
Pets & Supplies
AKC Lab puppies
Black FM . 0.F.A. parents. 270-623-8714
DOG Obedience
Master Trainer,
436-2858
PITBULL
puppies
N A.P.D. registered.
First
shots,
vet
checked.
$125.
(270)472-9428
SEAL point Siamese
kittens.
shots
&
wOrmed.
5100
(731)885-7405
SHIH-TZU S&W paper
trained 731-352-0037
731-642-5151
400
Yard Sale

MOVING
SALE
WED,
THURS, FRI
& SAT
1159 RADIO
RD
All kinds of
furniture, clothes.
baby items

YARD SALE
FRI & SAT
121 NORTH
FIRST HOUSE
PAST BAKERS
AUTO SALES
Plants, stove top
hood, microwave,
washer, fabric,
shoes, clothes and
lots of stuff.

YARD SALE
1420 N.
MICHELLE DR.
-FRIDAY
OCT. 28TH
RAIN DATE
SATURDAY
OCT. 29TH
8:00-2:00
Lots of different
items. Proceeds go to
mission trip

GARAGE
SALE
1515 MARTIN
CHAPEL RD.
FRIDAY 7AM
Foosball table,
bedding. household, toys, toddler bed. some
baby items.
Come see!
GARAGE SALE
633 COLES
CAMPGROUND RD
LARGE YELLOW
SHOP
FRIDAY & SATURDAY
7AM
Milk glass. glass,
antiques. coffee &
end tables, bedroom
suit painted, wicker
love seat, decorating items, kitchen
items, clothes.

YARD SALE
903
COLDWATER
RD
RAIN OR
SHINE
THU RS-SAT
INSIDE &
OUTSIDE
BARGAINS!
MOVING!
SELLING ALL.
430
Real Estate
1-285 acres Owne
financing
available
(270)489-2116 leave
message
TWO story brick apart
ment building with 5
two-BR units. Excellent
income -producer
$125,000.
270-753-4109.
270-227-1545

BY-owner 2BR. 1 LA.
bath,
eat-in
kitchen, utility room,
attached garage, hardwood
floors, front
porch, all appliances.
$69.900, 405 N. 17th.
753-2023
NEW 4.200 sq.tt home
near Murray. Picture
views: -trt - acre -farm,
streams. $185,000.by
-owner. -970-787--0958270-519-8570
NEW brick house in
Murray Estates, with
4bdr, 3bths. 3 tar
garage Call 753-3966
or
293-9747
by
appointment only.
RANCH Style. House &
10.5 acres. 1 mile from
SW school, 3 bedrooms. 2 full baths,
30x40 heated shop, 4
stall horse barn, 22x40
equipment
steed,
$224.900 Shown by
appointment 753-9212.
753-3992
SPACIOUS 4-BR
2 1/2 BATH.
Screened porch.
..mbehevable storage.
1 acre lot near town
36x48 metal
outbuilding
753-1040 293-9842
WWW KYLAKEFSBO COM
See area homes for
sale by owner or call
I 767-0591 to sell your
home
470
Motorcycles & ATV's
WELL built Go-Cart
Has 8HP engine 7590625 after 5PM
HD
'05
Heritage
Classic Less than 800
mi Perfect condition
Many extras $17,900
Must sell
270-559-6436
05 Yamaha Virago 250.
300 miles 293-4329
1:11
Spoil Utility Vehicles
2004 Jeep
Grand
Cherokee Red. ful
power. all the extras
17.000 miles. excellent
condition. Call
293-9440

1994 Ford Explorer,
priced to sell 753-0864

Buick
2002
Rendezvous, $11.000
492-8533

Important Auctioneer's Note - Homes built prior to 1978 may contain lead based paint, An inspection
waiver will be provided to the highest bidder, Property is being sold AS IS/WHERE IS" with no warranty expressed or implied. While all information has been obtained from sources considered to be
reliable, it is up to each potential buyer to conduct his/her own inspection of the property PRIOR to
auction day Announcements day of sale take precedence over printed material

Used Trucks
1500
1996
truck
wrecked vehicle Has
good
Vortec
350
rebuild. Good transmission and rear end.
$1,500. Call 978-0559
510
Campers
2001 with slide out,
used 3 times 753-1537
ilevecee011ered
436-2867
Lamb's
Mower Repair. Free
pick -upidelivery,
436-5141 A-AFFORDABLE Hauling Clean
-out sjeleoes gutters.
bunk & tree work
492-8688 ROOF
REPAIRS. New
Roofs, all types 29
years experience Call
Carters.
767-0533 MOWING,
trimming,
mulching,
painting, odd lobs,
cleaning.
Free
Estimates, 978-1115.
A-1
Lamb's Tree
Service.
Trimming,
removal. etc, hauling,
iunk clean up, gutter
cleaning 436-2867
/VI Stump Removal
437-3044
AAA Handyman
Electrical, plumbing,
carpentry, decks,
ceramic & floor tiles,
etc New. remodel 30
years
experience.
Prompt. dependable.
Free
estimates.
(270)753-9210
anytime
AFFORDABLE Tree
Service Topping. tree
removal, and clean-up.
Licensed and insured..
Full line of equipment
270-247-2442.
270-970-2322
ALL CARPENTRY
Remodeling, additions.
porches decks, sun
rooms, vinyl siding,
mobile home repair,
sagging floors, termite
& water damage. Larry
Nimmo (270)753-9372
or (270)753-0353
ANDRUS Excavating
-Certified septic
installation
.Custom dozer
backhoe service
.Ponds
'Driveways
'Insured
753-9503. 978-0343

Going on
Vacation?
Don't Stop Your
Paper, We'll
Save it For You
Its that time of year, and

everybody wants to get
out of the house. But
before you go, lust moke
a simple phone call and
ask for 'Vocation Pok
Thcit way you won't
miss a SInc,,Ip

back,
catch up on Garfield,
your city council, letters
to the editor, the
obituaries and editorials
When you come

Well deliver

your
'Vocation Pak"
when you return

Call 270-753-19 i 6
Circulation Departmen.
and ask Eor
"
Vacation Pak.
"

.
1
EDGER&

MES

1001 Whiffle' Ave., Murray, KY

to"
•

Sport UllIty Vehicles

Terms - Real Estate 10% down day of auction, balance within 30 days with passing of deed Personal
Property Complete settlement day of auction with cash or check and proper ID

A&F Warehousing
Near MSU $20-50
753-7668
2BR, IBA, storage
building 571 Kirksey
Highway. Highway
299. $375 a month
phis deposit No pets
References required
(270)898-2340.
(270)994-3883

2-PARTY YARD SALE
1804 WESTWOOD DR.
1/2 MILE PAST WESTVIEW
NURSING HOME,
LOOK FOR SIGN ON LEFT
FRIDAY & SATURDAY
6AM-1PM
Baby items, girls, ladles & mens
clothing, treadmill, toys, tools
and much more

3 bdrm. 2 btr
3 acres. deck, attached
garage, Also, new
detached 2-1/2 can
garage 492-8033 after
6PM

JAMES R. CASH
wr mav

.

Real Estate - 213 S 12th Street Murray, KY. 2 to 3 bedroom, 1 bath brick home built in 1950. Home
consists of approximately 2100 sq ft and includes living room, dining room. utility and 3rd bedroom or
den, Home also includes a double-sided as log fireplace. Properly contains a large detached garage
consisting of approx. 924 sq ft Lot measures approx. 150" x 51' with 51 along S 12th Street
Property zoned B-4

NEWLY
upgraded
charming 28R, IBA
lakefront house in
Shores
4.499 ACRES - A GREAT BUILDING SITE -FRONTS SWAN RD" Panorama
C•1-1/A
8.727 ACRE - GREAT BUILDING SITE "FRONTS BEECH GROVE RD" w/d,
$400/month
plus
10.155 ACRES- GREAT BUILDING SITE - A NICE POLE BARN
deposit
Available
A CORNER TRACT "FRONTS SWAN AND BEECH GROVE RD"
12.045 ACRES - GREAT BUILDING SITE "FRONTS BEECH GROVE RD"
immediately
20.423 ACRES WITH BEAUTIFUL LAKE "FRONTS SWAN RD" (310)567-9321
References required
II
FOR sale or rent 2
bedrooms, garage. &
barn on 2 acres West
.
area $400 mo
,
435-4226
Pure has" Terms:15%, Down With Minimum
IN Hazel, 4BR. 28A
Deposit Of $3,000 00 Per Tract, Balance 30 Days
with large garage.
Available on November
1st $750 month, 1st,
AUCTIONEER & REAL ESTATE BROKER jri last & secunty required.
7.2.5
J
FANCY FARM, KY- 270-623-8466
(270)492-8108
Rti
RC
THE SELLING MACHINE'.
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Tractor and equipment and car will sell at noon, then furniture. Auction held
rain or shine. Not responsible for accidents. Lunch arailable. This auction has
not been picked over. Good antiques and collectors items. For more information,
and your auction needs phone...

Thursda. October 27. 2005 • 5B

It ND ‘N.0( It OBI- 14 29 111 10:110
213 s. 12111 1 RI I I - N11 KR %N.
I 014\1 Ft 101 UI 1%11 \ -11
I Its10Cls I\SI K%\( I"

Mr. James and Mrs. Magiclene Belcher Homeplace on Vinither Rd.
From Murray, KY take Hoy.641 North to Flint Church Road,
follow Flint Road to Wrather Road. follow Wrather Road to
,,auctloo. Signs post(d. This is a fine antique auction, much of this auction goes back three or four generations.

heat
5 and
w car-

apple
H/A
rates
-4118

CLASSIFIEDS

4

STATEWIDE CLASSIFIEDS
*Heath
Insurance
'DriverCovenant
ONJ HANDYMAN
ASPHALT
agents
wanted
GARDEN OF EDEN
Excellent
Transport
We do all the odd Jobs
SEALCOATING
*An affordable and MedicarePart0 Pay & Benefits for expe
LAWN CARE
you don't have time
*Commercial
"We Specialize in Cleaning"
wedding Enroilers and Regional rienced drivers 0/0
beautiful
OWING & TRIMMING
for
'Residential
chapel in the Smokey Directors to staff local Solos
LEAF REMOVAL.
Teams
&
'Vinyl Siding & Fencing *Mobile Home,
293-5438
Free Estimates
32 YRS. EV
mountains
Christian Pharmacies in your Graduate
HEDGES TRIMMED
students
•Brick 'All External Cleaning
CALL MARK HAVES
TRAVIS
town.
Potential
$1000
ceremony
pictures
GUTTER CLEANING
Bonuses
available
•Acid Cleaning A+ ailable
SEALCOAT1NG
paid
weekly.
753-1495
video, flowers. music plus
Refrigerated now avail489-2689
•We Use Hot Water *Parking Lots & Driveways
(270) 753-2279
base
Develop
1client
$165
Formal wear
able 888-MORE-PAY
C & C Renovation and
David Borders
rental also available 800-349-1629
(888-667-3729)
!
Remodeding.
w w w wedding- 'Sales/ Estate Planning!
12701 527-7176 or (2701 293-0939
HOLLAND
F
rev
estimates
'Drivers,
Over
the
We
1.111.12,c111(.111
road
care
about
your
bellsinthesmokies corn We provide qualified
home Home repairs
35 states Flat w/sides
• weekl) & siir,iat pickups
call 1-800-922-2052
leads, complete product
"6-0505
isaseBrakes,
and
I't141.1.8
late model conventionWsirMenance. AO* & additions, decks, roof
localls iii.snd/operated
•
training
and
sales
sup1.‘f. 1.‘
'FREE TREES AVAILing, floor covering
als 3 years experience
ELECTRICIAN
.s..•
I ....rd. KS
port
$1,800-$2,700
IlelliC7rif
' landscaping, plumbing
Trans
759-1151 • 293-2783
Americas
ABLE'
$2,000 sign-on bonus
Bruit 11
.
./liorr
New Const./Remodel/
Wadi%
Largest Online Nursery, weekly income poten- Start 344- 384 mile+
293-2784
.
2'
11- 125:
FREE ESTIMATES—
or trouble Lt. and ins
tial
Pnor
sales
expen4..2410
'2.10
Over
800
items,
Call (270)753-1499 or
benefits Call 800-444
w/ 30 yrs. exp. Call
a
I it litt a • I at IN,
must
I flit Lam:
www AutumnRidgeNurs ence
(731)247-5464
6648
I a. a a..
753-7091
L&114
ors( corn OR tree cata- www growwithufsc.com
robertson wk net
*Drivers- Semi OTR
Loading Dock
FUTRELL'S Tree
log- Autumn Ridge 800-367-7795 x420
LAWN SERVICE
CONCRETE finishing
drivers, are you just a
Service
SIMMONS'S Carpentry
Caller
Box
750-K •Telemarketers
Leaf mulching &
of
Driveways, sidewalks, Trimming,
removal,
removal, shrub & . & Handyman work
McMinnville, TN 37110 Kentucky Youth Sports number'? Come work for
etc 752-0500.
stump grinding, firethe BUSKEY Family,
tree
trimming
Call
Ledger
Free
estimates
Murray
Or 1-931-474-3386
Magazine. now hiring all
759-3229
wood Insured 489Good equip, pay. beneCAI 753-1816
767-0958 and
Start
Times
•One order, One check, levels
&
fits More, Ask our driv2839
270-519-8570
or 227-0611
Great
One smart move' Same Immediately
ers 800-879-2486 x286
GARAGE
door/opener
weekly
pay
Wonderful
WILL do painting, Intl
time and money by
First Come
installation.
BACKHOE &
exl Experienced, Call
making one call to place FT/PT tob for individuals *Drivers- Semi Owner
NATURAL Creek
First Serve
1-270-559-1508
TRUCKING
youth Operators' Earn up to
753-7516. 978-1959
Landscaping
a 25-word classified in understanding
Over 30 years
ROY HILL.
70 Kentucky newspa- sports 1-502-298-6206 $1 41 per mile Free
Maint
Design
and
MASTER
Plumber.
experience
Septic system. gravel
pers for only $225 For www youthsponscene C base plates, permits,
Trimming, mulching,
Sales & Installation
Almost retired, drains
Please
white
rock.
OT
touch
Oual-Com
No
more information, conweeding. and odd
cleared, plumbing fix•
753-7728
Phone
No
436-2113
freight'
Drivers,
Check
tact
the
lobs.
tures
or
repaired
classified
MISCELLANEOUS
FREE KITTEN TO A
Dozer work & Track
LI S Cleanirig Service
us out, 1-877-613-6385
department of this
Free estimates
installed
Calls
GOOD HOME.
hoe
Mechanic- x286
759.'3802
newspaper or call KPS *Airline
753-9731
(270)978-0133
753-1855
Rapid training for high
1-502-223-8821
'
Look' Look! Look'
paying career FAA preTruck Driver trainees
BUILDINGS
dicts severe shortage
wanted! No money
FAA
approved
Job
*Building Sale' 'Last
upfront Hinng in your
Chance," 20x26 Now placement 'assistance area
Transportation
$3995 25x30 $5700 AIM 1-888-349-5387
food lodging You may
30x40 $8300 40x60 'Earn Degree online qualify for state paid
$12900 Many others from home •Medical. training 1-877-554-3808
Photo provided
Meets high snow and 'Business •Paralegal,
Calloway County
wind One end included 'Computer Job place- 'Need a Job'? CR
England is hinng in your
School's
High
Pioneer
1-800-668- ment
assistance
5422
Computer & Financial area Company sponScience
National
aid if quality 866-858- sored 16 day training
Society
BUSINESS
are
Honor
experi2121 www onimetide- available No
OPPORTUNITIES
pictured with coats
ence needed Call today
watenech corn
1-800-398-9908
'America's
donated by the club
Hottest
REAL ESTATE/REAL
Opportunity- Own your
The Harbour
to
'Plenty of miles
Top
ESTATE FOR SALE
own
Dollar
Stores
starting
pay
Services
Youth
(news dollarstoreser- *Lake
Cumberland
Hometime you can
Center at DCHS.
vices com) 'Discount Kentucky Twin Creeks
count on
Complete
Party
Coats and jeans will
Stores 6
E0
s5
ta3tes wow
ffewrstwliankcer lots benefits These aren't
(www.dpstores corn) starting
be distributed this
at $9,900 extras- They're the
Jewelry Perfect location- See
11 99
basics when you run
Saturday at the
Boutique (www I 99iew• —the best before you buy
WWI us. tam up to 45
Clothing Exchange
•Mailbox
elry corn;
owners 1-270-734- cpm and average $50k
Stores (www themailheld at
event
to
_Per year._ with our freight_
bOxstores corn) From sestates corn
the former location
base you'll get the
S45.900
1 -800-829miles Most drivers even
Carroll
of
2915 Of 1-800-518- 'Lakefront Log Home
take their trucks home
Volkswagen
on
3064
$99.900
Lake for
time off Plus our
Street
Chestnut
Cumberland. KY New,
in
benefits
package
'Golf- Serious Bus X Authentic 2400 square
Murray from 9 a.m.
includes medical, denPGA Tour players seek
toot- Available 10/29/05
tal, vision. life: 401k
dealers Yr round bus
to 1 p.m. Pictured
Jamestown Area 800retirement, calling card
Dealers make up to
(from left) are, back
770-9311. Ext 820
discounts on new-car
5300K yr Et Co wi
row, Ashley Winkler,
RESORTS RENTALS purchases & more We
success stories $69K
Chelsea
Darnell,
have OTR. Regional &
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Family's abusive behavior
passes from father to son
DEAR ABBY: Last week.
my I-year-old son, "Tommy,"
crawled up on the couch where
his father, "Monte," was resting.
Tommy smacked his daddy in
the face with a toy. Monte
slapped
Tommy
back so hard
he left a welt
on his face. I
grabbed the
baby
and
said some
things I perhaps shouldDear Abby n't have.
Monte got
so mad at
By Abigail
me that he
Van Buren
threw me on
the couch and began choking
me.
A neighbor called Monte's
father, "Lyle," to the house. Lyle
asked „what happened.-When I
told him Monte had slapped
Tommy in the face. Monte
called me a liar. Then Lyle
turned- around and came after
me,cornering me in the kitchen.
He got in my face and screamed
that I was at fault for Monte losing his temper. He said it was
because of my "nagging." I was
cornered three times. Each time
I tried to move away, he'd start
up again.
Monte just stood there and
watched me holding the baby
and getting screamed at. He didn't lift a finger to defend me. I
am so hurt. It's one thing to have
a fight with my husband, but his

father had no place getting in
my face. Monte said his dad
was trying to prove a point -that a person can only take so
much. Monte said he patted his
father on the back for what he
did. I am no longer talking to his
father. Please help me. I am desperate for guidance. -- SHAKING IN OHIO
DEAR SHAKING:To slap a
I-year-old baby and leave a
welt on his face is child abuse.
Throwing you on a couch and
trying to choke you is spousal
abuse. What his father did is
verbal abuse. Monte is standing
behind his father because he
thinks this is normal behavior.
Unless you take your baby and
get out of there, your son will ,
turn out just like his father and
grandfather. So leave now,
before you or your baby are
physically, as well as emotionally, damaged.
If you are afraid to leave, call
the National Domestic Violence
toll-free hotline: (800) 799:7233. Counselors there will
help you formulate an escape
plan. (For people with hearing
impairments, the TTY number
to dial is (800) 787-3224.)
000

DEAR ABBY: I have been
married to "Grant" for eight
years. Soon after our marriage I
learned he was a compulsive
liar.
Grant told me while we were
dating that he had a sister. I later
learned the woman was a friend.
He said he was divorced from
his second wife when we met.
They weren't divorced until one
month before our wedding,
-- -By The- Associated Press
- she Unitect-States,--Theedeire-Roosomething- 1—discovered
,
(AP) - Today is Thursday. Oct. sevelt, was born in New 'York starring Grouch() Marx, premiered
when I found his divorce
27, the 300th day of 2005. There City.
on ABC Radio. (It later became papers.
are 65 days left in the year.
In 1880. Theodore Roosevelt a television Show on NBC.)
Grant's first wife swears they
Today's Highlight in History:
married Alice Lee.
In 1967: Expo '67 closed in
are still married. He says they're
On Oct. 27. 1787, the first of
In 1904, the first rapid transit Montreal, Canada.
divorced, but he lost the divorce
the Federalist Papers, a series of subway, the IRT, was inauguratIn 1978. Egyptian President
papers.
essays calling for ratification of ed in New York City.
Anwar Sadat and Israeli Prime Min- •
A year ago, I found out my
the United States Constitution, was
In 1922, the first annual cel- ister Menachem Begin were named
husband was never in the
published in a New York news- ebration of Navy Day took place. winners of the Nobel Peace Prize
paper.
Marines like he said, and after
In 1938, Du Pont announced for their progress toward achievOn this date:
a name for its new synthetic yam: ing a Middle East accord.
eight years of believing he had a
In 1858, the 26th president of "nylon."
BA in business, I just learned he
dropped out of college after his
Et A El V Et I_ ILI
SC)
freshman year.
I have just about had it with
0i4L4 WREN CUT 4612 C14!1,1
BOT SEsiGEsTitter I user
1401,0 LC.
his constant lying. He has also
114isle OF AWNING.
SO WA- te AS a LOT o
GOING? rc
cheated on me. I want a divorce,
BLObi? AND WE'RE OW OUR
1-1-11\
rv s-/Ne'V•ii%
-but -I don't want to look like a
1.04 TO 114140WITAL %CAUSE
? (,Ler
ME
MOMSMIS SHE P1206Aaw
failure to my family and friends.
1k I 1
-"` TALic ro
NEW?,r<
KtEPS STVIC14E5,
Grant is begging me to stay. He
vA,. MOWN.
/
14! HAMMIE.
promises he'll change, but I
IT'S DAWN.S
have heard that all before. What
should I do? -- WIFE IN CRISIS
DEAR WIFE: Consult a
lawyer. Tell him or her exactly
.
Ariake diva-Easewhat you have told me. Because
your husband misrepresented
Et LONE:Of E_C)
himself before your marriage,
you may have grounds for an
annulment. Your
attorney
should also check to see if there
is any record of his first divorce,
because if there isn't one, you
and Grant are not married,
which solves your problem.
Cross your fingers.
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Wine nightcaps probably
aren't a problem
DEAR DR. GOTT: All my
life I have .self-medicated to get
to sleep with at least two glasses of wine, which I drink right
before going
to bed. I
think
that
this
habit
may classify
me as an
alcoholic. I
have
tried
warm milk,
warm baths
and reading,
Dr. Gott
but only the
nightcaps
By
work. My
Dr. Peter Gott husband
suggests that I go without sleep.
I need to get to sleep because
I have to get up early and stay
busy all day. Four of the doctors I have seen found no problem with my nightcaps. One
suggested I go to AA, which I
did but it didn't help. Another
doctor suggested I try Prozac,
which made me want to sleep
all day and took all my ability
to care away (like whether or
not the traffic signal was green).
I am a 52-year-old female in
good health. I exercise (cardio
and strength) at least three times
a week and eat a balanced diet.
My blood pressure and cholesterol levels are always low.
Should I change my ways?
DEAR READER: Not necessarily. Two to three glasses of
wine at bedtime is an amount
the liver can handle without being
damaged. I do. however, strongly urge you to keep your daily
wine- )fltii.P under three glass- es. If the amount sneaks up on
you, then it would be reasonibTe-Tand healthfulT for you to
assume that an alcohol problem

exists. If so, you will need to
address this issue.
DEAR DR. GOTT: After
seeing three or four letters about
the cake of soap for cramps and
restless leg, I decided to try it.
I didn't believe it. I thought
how could that be? I had restless leg real often and once in
a while I would have leg and
foot cramps. Since putting the
soap under the sheet next to my
legs almost three months ago I
have had neither cramps nor
restless legs. I still cannot believe
it, but my first cousin and an
elderly friend are using the soap
with no further problems with
their legs!
In December, I had a sleep
test at my local hospital. I told
the person waiting on me I had
something crazy. to tell him. He
replied, "What? About the cake
of soap?" He told me I was not
thsofirst patient that had told
hiFn that. Most of us are embarrassed to talk about it with others. Thank you so much!
DEAR READER: Once
again. I want to emphasize that
the soap-under-the-sheet therapy
usually does not relive restless
legs syndrome. It is, however,
appropriate to prevent nocturnal
leg cramps.
In your case, you seem to
have had a double benefit from
the soap. so I see no reason to
discontinue it. I cannot argue with
success.
For those readers who still
have restless legs despite alternative therapy. there is a new
drug on the market (Requip)
-that-holds -promise in idiiei,tg
this symptom. Interested readers should ask their doctors about
it.

ContractBridge
West dealer.
Both sides vulnerable.
NORTH
464
V 108
•K 76 4
•K 9865 2
WEST
EAST
•A 6
48 7
VA K Q 7 5 3
J 964
•A 9 8 3
•Q J 1052
44
i•Q
SOUTH
.._•KQJ109532

endorse, declarer would have made
the contract easily. But West's mind
was clicking on all cylinders, and he
decided instead to lead his singleton
club.
South won East's jack with the
ace and led the nine of spades at trick
two Continuing his inspired defense.
West went right up with the ace and
returned the three of hearts! East
took dummy's eight with the nine
and returned a club for West to ruff
and South went down one.
West's defense was certainly of
the highest order, but South could •—
and should have overcome it. West's
*A 1073
opening lead was clearly a singleton
The bidding:
— no other club holding could possiNorth
West
East
South
bly justify the low club lead — so
I V
Pass
2V
24
declarer should have directed all his
4•
Pass
4•
Pass
thoughts toward stopping the
5•
Pass
5
Pass
impending ruff.
Dble
Since the ruff could occur only if
Opening lead - four of clubs.
East gained the lead for a club return.
and since East's only possible entry
Bridge is a competitive game in had to be in hearts, South should
which each side tries to outscore the have tried to neutralize that entry.
other. In a great many deals, the two
Accordingly, declarer should have
sides achieve par that is, they each won the opening club lead with
obtain the best result the cards entitle dummy's king and returned the king
them to obtain. In some deals, of diamonds at trick two, discarding
though, the outcome is uncertain and his deuce of hearts after East foldepends on how well of how poorly. lowed low.
one side or the other bids or plays.
West would have won the king
For example, take this case where
with the ace, but with no way to put
South got to fn,e spades doubled as East on lead for the killing club ruff,
shown. Had West led the king of he w-ould have found himself a loser
hearts, a lead most players would in the battle of wits.
Tomorrow: Test your play.
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LAKERS vs. Madisonville-North Hopkins 7:30 p.m.

Lakers hope to leave Maroons black and blue
Laker Profile

By MICHAEL DANN
Sports Writer
It they win, they are in.
'That's the battle cry for the
Calloway County football team
prepares to host
as it
Madisonville-North Hopkins in
its final regular-season game
Friday night at Jack D. Rose
Stadium.
The Lakers (1-8, 1-4) need a
win over the Maroons in order to
'Make-next-week's Class 3A state
playoffs. Calloway's reward if it
makes the postseason: The
state's top-ranked .3A team,
Bowling Green.
CCHS head coach Josh
McKee' said should Galloway
beat Madisonville this week, the
Lakers would win the head-tohead tie-breaker. McKeel also
noted the importance of this
contest, as he has tried to keep
his team focused for the last
couple of weeks.
"We've tried to keep them
aware for the better part of three'
Weeks now." he said. "We started hack when we were gearing
up tor Hopkins County Central.
knowing that was a really good
chance .for us to get a win.
We'lie tried to keep them updatcd and keep them aware Ol
haes at risk. But, unfortunatehaven't been able to capiHue on those."
But the Lakers aren't done
'We'll make them very
aware this week. And for five ot
them, if we don't win this week.
they are doing many things for
the last time." McKeel said.
'Hopefully. this junior class
ants to play as long as they can.
Mt these five seniors, and I'm
not ready to put the pads up. Of
course. everything will slow
down. We'll get hack in the
.eight room. BM 'ffiar-Wifiter
md spring is awfully long until
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Who would you most like to

N-I-i
Co

Brett Farre
One lesson your parents taught
you is ...
Be Respectful
If a movie was to be made about
you, who would you like to por-

Ilignman at licokinaviNe

2005'LakerState

Mel Gibson
Favorite Food ...
Chicken
If you won the lottery, what is
the first thing you would buy ...
A House
If you could take the field to any
song, what would it be .Eater Sandman
Favorite place you've bees es
vacation —
RIMS

to lead the Lakers to a win
Calloway County junior quarterback Logan Seay will look
playoff implications.
with
contest
over Madisonville Friday night in a season-ending
football rolls hack around. If we
can prolong that. the better off
we'll he."
Madison% Me", t2-7. 2-21 has
- Hopkins County
two wins
Central and I.'iiiim County.
Callow-ay'. only vv in to date
came at Union County.
--The---Eikers are hoping to
ontintie doing some positive

things and not resort to what
McKeel called "paralysis by
analysis."
"That's where you're sitting
there thinking, and when you
want to move you can't; you're
almost paralyzed and had things
happen." he said.
• \\ might have_a_compte_
mkles that vke are going
ne%,

to throw at them, let them see
some different things from us. I
think that should work to our
advantage."
that
added
McKeel
Madisonville likes to do different things defensively — a
quandary he hopes his Lakers
hard time figuring'
Out.

1-3
2-2
1-3

This week's games
IL men:m.0114i.
Co. Central at Union Co.

tray you

MICHAEL DANN/Ledger 8. Times Photo

2-7
1-8

4-C

-*Camplid by Michael Dann

-They'll line up in a 50, or a
4-4. There are times when they
will just fill the gap and come,"
the coach. said. "That makes it
difficult on our offensive staff to
come up with something after
you come off a week where we
struggled like we did against
Paducah Tilghman."
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First DOValli
Rushes
Reeking Yards
Psalm
194-18
Passing Yards
Told Weds
Roadie-1W
Padden

OPP.
91
306
2019
40-93-7
837
2656
19-8
54-517

Trey Trays 77-375 210, Chase
21-194, Aaron Dorsey 53-202
-den Yeang-26-144-T13,-lograSeay
118 310. Nathan Chimer 8-30. Devon
or 30-26 Justin Harms 1-13.
Wets 1-4, Tyler Brockman 1-2,
Bumps-1441
- Logan Bray 46-112-7 525 4TD,
Whcroster 20-68-7 226 210, T.
3-22-3 60 TD, Aaron Doesey 00, Douglas Willis 0-1-0 0, C. Brockman
0.
- Tyler Brockman 16-202210.
Chrisman 18-194 210, Nathan
r 16-155, Trey Travis 3-60 TO,
Withered 2-54, Was Tucker 4-20
Jordon Wiliam' 1-18 TD, Aaron
y 2-24, Jon Young 1-8, Chris
1-8
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Protect your truck
with the world's #1
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SPRAYED-ON BED LINING

LAKERSI

Rhino Linings

From Your Friends at

•

Ih%

Parker Ford
Lincoln-Mercur3

cFo;r7ril

4

THE SPRAYED-ON LINER

LINCOLN
MERCURY

701 Main St.• Murray •(270) 753-5273
www.parkerford.com
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Enjoy two all-you-can-eat
pizza & spagatti lunch buffets
including drink!
Mon -Fn
11am-2pm
Lunch

void
cnjoy two all-you-can-eat I
pizza & spagatti weekend & night I
buffets including drink!

(HARLAN
Automotive
, OC°00,0.....

• Brakes • Tune-ups • Tires/Alignment
• Transmission Service •24-hour Towing
• 31 Point Vehicle Inspection
• Lube, Oil, Filter Change fl much more!!
408 N. 4th St., Murray, KY 420710 767-0101
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s"'Nor good with any other otter

wmv.harIanautomotive:torn
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804 CHESTNUT STREET • 753-6656
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-1 30-9.00 p.m.
Dinner and
Weekend
11am-9pm
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804 CHESTNUT STREET • 753-6656
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